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Introduction
In 2000, Marc Burger and Shahar Mozes introduced universal groups acting on
regular locally nite trees with a prescribed local action [6]. More precisely, if
F  Sym.d/ is a nite transitive permutation group of degree d , and T is the
regular tree of degree d , then the universal group U.F / is the largest possible
vertex-transitive subgroup of Aut.T / such that the induced local action around
any vertex is permutationally isomorphic to F .
In this paper, we will generalize this notion to the setting of right-angled
buildings. A right-angled building is a building for which the underlying Coxeter
diagram contains only 2’s and1’s, i.e., the corresponding Coxeter groupW with
generating set S of involutions only contains relations of the form sisj D sj si
for some pairs i ¤ j , but no other relations. This makes the combinatorics
of the building behave very much like trees, while at the same time providing
a much larger class of examples. One similarity is the fact that, given a right-
angledCoxeter group .W; S/, there is, for each collection of cardinalities .qs/s2S , a
unique right-angled building of type .W; S/ such that each s-panel contains exactly
qs chambers, as was shown by Frédéric Haglund and Frédéric Paulin [12]. (Such
a result is not true at all for buildings in general.) A more systematic study of
combinatorial properties of right-angled buildings was initiated by Anne Thomas
and Kevin Wortman in [16] and continued by Pierre-Emmanuel Caprace in [7],
and we rely on their results.
Generalizing the concept of universal groups from trees to right-angled build-
ings involves a careful analysis of colorings in right-angled buildings. We found it
useful to introduce the concept of a directed right-angled building, which gives a
systematic way to describe the unique right-angled building with given valencies,
unfolding from one particular chamber in the building.
In [16], Thomas and Wortman introduced the notion of a tree-wall for general
right-angled buildings, following an idea of Marc Bourdon [4], who introduced
a similar notion for the right-angled Fuchsian case. An important concept in our
study of the right-angled buildings is the tree-wall tree (associated to a generator
s 2 S ); see Denition 2.38 below. This will allow us to dene a distance between
tree-walls of the same type, which will be useful for inductive arguments.
We will also make extensive use of the notion of wings, introduced in [7], fol-
lowing an idea from [16, Proposition 6]. In particular, this will allow us to express
a property for groups acting on right-angled buildings which is similar to Tits’
independence property (P) for groups acting on trees [17]; see Proposition 3.16.
The full automorphism group of a thick locally nite semi-regular right-angled
building  is a totally disconnected locally compact (t.d.l.c.) group with respect
to the permutation topology. The universal group for a thick locally nite semi-
regular right-angled building (with respect to a set of nite transitive permutation
groups) is always a chamber-transitive closed subgroup of Aut./, and so it is
itself a t.d.l.c. group which is compactly generated.
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Caprace has shown that if  is thick, semi-regular and irreducible (but not
necessarily locally nite), then the subgroup of type-preserving automorphisms
is, in fact, an (abstractly) simple group [7, Theorem 1.1]. We will show that,
when each of the local permutation groups is generated by its point stabilizers,
the universal group is again a simple group. To prove this result, we will use
the independence property mentioned above. Our approach is somewhat dierent
from Caprace’s approach, and in particular, our methods also give a simpler proof
of his result.
Compactly generated (topologically) simple t.d.l.c. groups are of interest since
they provide the building blocks for a large class of t.d.l.c. groups; see [8, The-
orem C]. We investigate the structure of the maximal compact open subgroups
of our universal groups. We will provide explicit descriptions of the stabilizers
of spheres of radius n around a xed chamber, and also of the stabilizers of w-
spheres, i.e., sets of elements at a xed Weyl distancew from a given chamber. In
both cases, we obtain a description either as an iterated semidirect product, or at
once as a generalized wreath product.
Organization of the paper. In Section 1, we introduce the necessary notions
from the theory of buildings, and we recall some facts about subdirect products
and wreath products in group theory.
Section 2 is devoted to right-angled buildings. We rst study the combinatorics
of right-angled Coxeter groups; this gives rise, in particular, to a useful pair of
“Closing Squares Lemmas” (Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10) in right-angled buildings. We
then have a closer look at parallel residues (a concept introduced by Tits [19,
p. 277] and studied in the context of right-angled buildings in [7]), after which
we focus on tree-walls and wings, and introduce the tree-wall trees mentioned
above. Section 2.4 then deals with dierent types of colorings in right-angled
buildings (legal colorings, weak legal colorings and directed legal colorings), and
in Section 2.5 we introduce directed right-angled buildings, which will be useful
later in our study of the maximal compact open subgroups.
We are then fully prepared to introduce the universal groups for right-angled
buildings in Section 3. After showing a handful of basic properties of these groups,
we prove that we can extend the local action on a residue of the building to an
element of the universal group (Proposition 3.15). Then we prove that any non-
trivial normal subgroup of U contains subgroups with support on a single wing
with respect to a tree-wall (Proposition 3.21); this will turn out to be one of the
key points to prove the simplicity of the universal group (Theorem 3.25).
In the nal Section 4, we assume the building to be locally nite, and we
describe the structure of the maximal compact open subgroups of U . Our main
results in that section are Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.11. It turns out to be very
useful to use the notion of generalized wreath products with respect to a suitably
chosen partial order.
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1. Preliminaries
1.1. Buildings. We will follow the combinatorial approach to buildings, de-
scribed, for instance, in [20], from which we will silently adopt the denitions,
notations and conventions. In particular, if .W; S/ is a Coxeter system, then a
building  of type .W; S/ is an edge-colored graph, the vertices of which are the
chambers of the building, where two vertices are connected by an edge with label
s 2 S if they are s-adjacent, i.e., if the two vertices lie in the same s-panel (so the
s-panels of  are complete subgraphs). If c and d are s-adjacent chambers, we
write c
s
 d .
The group of type-preserving automorphisms ofwill be denoted by Aut./.
We can equip Aut./ with the permutation topology, dened by choosing as a
neighborhood basis of the identity, the family of pointwise stabilizers of nite
subsets of Ch./, i.e., a neighborhood basis of the identity is given by
¹Aut./.F / j F is a nite subset of Ch./º:
It follows that a sequence .gi /i2N of elements of Aut./ has a limit g 2 Aut./ if
and only if for every chamber c 2 Ch./ there is a numberN (possibly depending
on c) such that gn:c D g:c for every n  N . One could also use the property above
describing convergence of sequences as a denition of the topology and then we
think of the permutation topology as the topology of pointwise convergence. If we
think of Ch./ as having the discrete topology and the elements of Aut./ asmaps
Ch./! Ch./, then the permutation topology is the same as the compact-open
topology.
With the denition of the permutation topology, we can characterize the open
subgroups in Aut./. A subgroup G  Aut./ is open if and only if there is a
nite subset F of Ch./ such that Aut./.F /  G.
In the case where  is locally nite, the group Aut./ is Hausdor, locally
compact and totally disconnected; see, for example, [22, Lemma 1] and [2, Corol-
lary 3.1.12].
We will use the following notation throughout the paper. Let † be a Coxeter
diagram with vertex set S and let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system of type † with set
of generators S . For each pair s; t 2 S , we let mst be the corresponding entry of
the Coxeter matrix, i.e., mst is the order of the element st 2 W .
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Denition 1.1. A †-elementary operation is an operation of one of the following
two types:
(1) delete a subword of the form ss;
(2) given s; t 2 S with s ¤ t andmst <1, replace an alternating subword st   
of length mst by the alternating word t s    of length mst .
We call a word †-reduced if it cannot be shortened by any nite sequence of the
operations (1) and (2) above.
For Coxeter groups there is a solution for the word problem.
Lemma 1.2 ([5, Section 3C]). Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system with Coxeter
diagram †.
(1) A word is reduced if and only if it is †-reduced.
(2) If w1 and w2 are reduced words, then they represent the same element if and
only if w1 can be transformed into w2 by applying a sequence of elementary
operations of type (2).
Let  be a building of type † and let ıWCh./  Ch./ ! W denote the
Weyl distance. We consider a gallery distance between chambers in a building as
in [16].
Denition 1.3. The gallery distance is dened in Ch./ as
dW .c; c
0/ D l.ı.c; c0//;
i.e., the length of a minimal gallery between the chambers c and c0.
For a xed chamber c0 2 Ch./ we dene the spheres at a xed gallery
distance from c0,
S.c0; n/ D ¹c 2 Ch./ j dW .c0; c/ D nº;
and the balls
B.c0; n/ D ¹c 2 Ch./ j dW .c0; c/  nº:
Denition 1.4. (1) Fix a chamber c0 of and letR be a residue in containing c0.
Let G  Aut./ be a group of automorphisms of . We denote by Gc0 the
stabilizer of the chamber c0 in the group G. Moreover, FixG.R/ will denote
the xator of R in G, i.e., the set of elements g 2 G such that g:c D c for all
c 2 Ch.R/. In particular FixG.R/ is subgroup of Gc0 .
(2) Let G  Aut./ be a group of automorphisms of , and let B be any
subset of Ch./. Then we write GjB for the permutation group induced on B , i.e.
GjB WD StabG.B/=FixG.B/.
Denition 1.5. A set of chambers C of is called combinatorially convex (or just
convex) if for every pair c; c0 2 C, every minimal gallery from c to c0 is entirely
contained in C.
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1.2. Subdirect products. In Section 4, we will encounter groups that are sub-
direct products of generalized wreath products. We briey recall the notion of a
subdirect product in this section, and explain generalized wreath products in the
next section.
Denition 1.6. Let G1; : : : ; Gn be groups. A subdirect product of the groups
G1; : : : ; Gn is a subgroup P  G1      Gn of the direct product such that for
each i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº, the canonical projection P ! Gi is surjective.
Example 1.7. Let G be a group acting faithfully on a set S , and let
S D S1 t S2 t    t Sn
be a decomposition of S into G-invariant subsets, i.e., each set Si is a union of
orbits for the action of G on S . Then we get corresponding homomorphisms
˛i WG  ! Sym.Si /:
Let Gi D Im.˛i /, and dene a new homomorphism
"WG  ! G1      Gn; g 7 ! .˛1.g/; : : : ; ˛n.g//:
Then " is injective, hence G Š ".G/  G1      Gn, and by denition,
".G/ surjects onto each Gi . Hence we have realized G as a subdirect product
of G1     Gn.
1.3. Generalized wreath products. The compact open subgroups of the univer-
sal groups for locally nite trees have the structure of an iterated wreath product
[6, p. 143]. In the situation of locally nite right-angled buildings, we will de-
scribe the structure of the compact open subgroups in Section 4 below. In order
to describe these subgroups, we will require a more general description of groups
arising as intersections of distinct wreath products.
The approach we take to these groups, called generalized wreath products, is
the one described by Gerhard Behrendt in [3]. His most general denition of a
generalized wreath product requires the notion of a so-called systematic subset of
a setX (see [3, Section 2]), but we will not need this concept because we will only
be dealing with nite posets (see the comment on top of p. 260 of loc. cit.).
Denition 1.8. (1) An equivalence system .X;E/ is a pair consisting of a set X
and a set E of equivalence relations on X . The automorphism group of .X;E/ is
the set of all permutations of the set X which leave the relations in E invariant,
i.e.,
Aut.X;E/ D ¹g 2 Sym.X/ j x  y () g:x  g:y
for all x; y 2 X and for all  2 Eº:
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(2) Let .S;/ be a poset (i.e., a partially ordered set1). For each s 2 S , let
Gs be a permutation group acting on a set Xs. Let X D
Q
s2S Xs be the direct
product of the sets ¹Xsºs2S .
For each s 2 S , we dene two equivalence relations on X as follows. For each
pair of tuples x; y 2 X we dene
x
s
 y () xt D yt for all t  s;
x 's y () xt D yt for all t  s:
We let E D ¹
s
 j s 2 Sº [ ¹'s j s 2 Sº be the set of all these equivalence
relations. We dene the generalized wreath product G D X–WRs2SGs as
G D ¹g 2 Aut.X;E/ j for each x 2 X and s 2 S there is gs;x 2 G
s
such that .g:y/s D gs;x:ys for all y 2 X with y
s
 xº:
We note that X–WRs2SGs is indeed a group, with .g 1/s;x D .gs;g 1:x/
 1 and
.gh/s;x D gs;h:x hs;x.
Remark 1.9. If  is the empty partial order, then we get a direct product of the
groups Gs . If the poset S is a chain, then we get the iterated wreath product of
the groups Gs with its imprimitive action, as in [10, Section 2.6] (sometimes also
called the complete wreath product).
In the most general case where we will apply this construction, it will, in fact,
be possible to view the generalized wreath product as an intersection of wreath
products acting on the same product set; see Remark 4.12 below.
In our study of the compact subgroups of the universal group it will be useful
to consider certain quotients of generalized wreath products. That is what we will
do now. We retain the notation of the previous paragraphs.
Denition 1.10. A subset I of the poset .S;/ is called an ideal of S if for every
s 2 I and t 2 S , t  s implies t 2 I . We dene a new equivalence relation on X
as
x I y () xs D ys for all s 62 I:
As before, let G D X–WRs2SGs . We consider its subset
D.I/ D ¹g 2 G j x I g:x for all x 2 Xº:
Proposition 1.11 ([3, Proposition 7.1]). Let I be an ideal of S . Then D.I/ is a
normal subgroup of G.
1All partial orders occurring in this paper are strict partial orders, i.e., binary relations that
are irreexive, transitive and antisymmetric. When  is a (strict) partial order, we write  for
the corresponding non-strict partial order.
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The groupD.I/ can also be described as a generalized wreath product; see [3,
Theorem 7.2]. We will describe such a generalized wreath product in the case that
jI j D 1. Let r 2 S such that I D ¹rº is an ideal of S ; then t 6 r for all t 2 S .
We will write D.r/ rather than D.¹rº/. For any subset T  S , let pT denote the
projection map pT WX !
Q
s2T Xs dened by x 7! .xs/s2T .
Proposition 1.12. Let .S;/ be a poset, and let I D ¹rº be an ideal of S . Let
dr D
Q
tr jXt j (where dr D 1 if there are no t  r). ThenD.r/ is isomorphic to
the direct product of dr copies of Gr . In particular, if the sets Xs are nite, then
jD.r/j D jGr jdr :
Proof. This follows from [3, Theorem 7.2]. Notice that the general statement from
loc. cit. requires the denition of an additional partial order, which is empty in
our case. 
Lemma 1.13. Let .S;/ be a poset, let I D ¹rº be an ideal of S and let
S 0 D S n ¹rº. Let H s D Gs for all s 2 S 0, let H r D 1 and consider the group
H D X–WRs2SH
s  G:
Then G D D.r/ ÌH .
Proof. LetX 0 D
Q
s2S 0 Xs andX D XrX
0, and consider the generalized wreath
product
G0 D X 0–WRs2S 0G
s :
Since ¹rº is an ideal of S , the groupD.r/ is a normal subgroup of G by Proposi-
tion 1.11.
Consider two elements x1 D .xr ; x0/ and x2 D .yr ; x0/ of the setX D XrX 0.
Since r 6 s for all s 2 S 0 (because ¹rº is an ideal of S ), we have x1 's x2
for all s 2 S 0. Therefore, by denition of G (see Denition 1.8), we obtain that
.g:x1/s D .g:x2/s for all s 2 S 0 and all g 2 G.
Consider the projection map pS 0 WX ! X 0. Then this projection induces a
homomorphism WG ! G0 dened by ..g/:x0/s D .g:.xr ; x0//s, for s 2 S 0 and
for any xr 2 Xr (the choice of the element of Xr is irrelevant by the observation
in the previous paragraph). Notice that the kernel of  is preciselyD.r/.
Observe now that for any h 2 G0, the element idh belongs toG. In particular,
 is surjective, the map  WG0 ! GW h 7! id h is a section for  and im./ D H .
We conclude that G D D.r/ ÌH . 
2. Right-angled buildings
We now present the denition of right-angled Coxeter groups and right-angled
buildings, and from now on, we will assume that we are always in the right-angled
case, unless otherwise stated.
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Denition 2.1. A Coxeter group W is called right-angled if the entries of the
Coxeter matrix are 1, 2 and1. In other words, the group W can be described as
W D h¹siºi2I j .sisj /
mij i
with mij 2 ¹2;1º for all i ¤ j and
mi i D 1
for all i 2 I . In this case, we call the Coxeter diagram † of W a right-angled
Coxeter diagram.
A right-angled building  is a building of type †, where † is a right-angled
Coxeter diagram.
Theorem 2.2 ([12, Proposition 1.2]). Let .W; S/ be a right-angled Coxeter group
and .qs/s2S be a family of natural numbers with qs  2. There exists a right-
angled building of type .W; S/ such that for every s 2 S , each s-panel has size qs.
This building is unique, up to isomorphism.
This was proved for the right-angled Fuchsian case in [4]. According to
Haglund and Paulin [12] this result was proved by M. Globus and was also known
by M. Davis, T. Januszkiewicz and J. Światkowski.
A right-angled building with prescribed thickness in the panels, as described
in Theorem 2.2, is called a semi-regular building.
Theorem2.3 (Theorem 1.1 in [7]). Let be a thick semi-regular building of right-
angled type .W; S/. Assume that .W; S/ is irreducible and non-spherical. Then
the groupAut./ of type-preserving automorphisms of is abstractly simple and
acts strongly transitively on .
2.1. Reduced words in right-angled Coxeter groups. The elementary opera-
tions from Denition 1.1 become easier to describe in right-angled Coxeter groups
since the generators either commute or are not related. To be concrete, let .W; S/
be a right-angled Coxeter system with Coxeter diagram † and set of generators
S D ¹si j i 2 I º. We dene a †-elementary operation as an operation of the fol-
lowing two types:
(1) delete a subword of the form ss, with s 2 S ;
(2) replace a subword st by t s if mts D 2.
A word in the free monoid MS is then reduced if it cannot be shortened by a
sequence of †-elementary operations. Moreover, by Lemma 1.2, two reduced
words represent the same element of W if and only if one can be obtained from
the other by a sequence of elementary operations of type (2).
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We observe that if w1 is a reduced word with respect to † and w2 is a word
obtained from w1 by applying one †-elementary operation of type (2), then
w2 is also a reduced word and w1 and w2 represent the same element of W .
Furthermore, the words w1 and w2 only dier in two consecutive letters that have
been switched, let us say,
w1 D s1    srsrC1    s` and w2 D s1    srC1sr    s`;
with
jsrsrC1j D 2 in †:
If  2 Sym.`/ then we denote by :w1 the word obtained by permuting the letters
in w1 according to the permutation  , i.e.,
:w1 D s.1/    s.r/s.rC1/    s.`/:
Hence, if w1 and w2 are as above and  D .r r C 1/ 2 Sym.`/, then :w1 D w2.
Denition 2.4. Let w D s1    s` be a reduced word inMS with respect to a right-
angled Coxeter diagram †. Let  D .i i C 1/ be a transposition in Sym.`/, with
i 2 ¹1; : : : ; ` 1º. We call  aw-elementary transposition if si and siC1 commute
in W .
In this way, we can associate an elementary transposition to each†-elementary
operation of type (2). By Lemma 1.2, two reduced words w and w0 represent the
same element of W if and only if
w0 D .n   1/:w;
where each i is a .i 1   1/:w-elementary transposition, i.e., if w0 is obtained
from w by a sequence of elementary transpositions.
Denition 2.5. If w is a reduced word of length ` with respect to †, then we
dene
Rep.w/ D ¹ 2 Sym.`/ j  D n   1; where each i is a
.i 1   1/:w-elementary transpositionº:
The set Rep.w/ is formed by the permutations of ` letters which give rise
to reduced representations of w, according to the relations in the right-angled
Coxeter diagram †.
Denition 2.6. Letw D s1    s` be a reducedword of length ` inMS with respect
to †. Let Sw D ¹1; : : : ; `º. We dene a new partial order “w” on Sw as follows:
i w j () .i/ > .j / for all  2 Rep.w/:
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Note that i w j implies that i > j . The fact that the order is reversed will
be useful in Section 4.2 when we will describe certain compact open subgroups
as generalized wreath products.
Observation 2.7. Let w D s1    si    sj    s` be a reduced word in MS with
respect to a right-angled Coxeter diagram †.
(1) Let  2 Rep.w/ such that  can be written as a product of elementary
transpositions n   1. Then for each k 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº, the word .k   1/:w
is also a reduced representation of w.
(2) If 1 is a w-elementary transposition switching two generators si and sj and
2 is a 1:w-elementary transposition switching two generators si 0 and sj 0
with ¹i; j º \ ¹i 0; j 0º D ; then 2 is also a w-elementary transposition.
(3) If jsi sj j D 1 in †, then j w i .
(4) If j 6w i then by (3), jsi sj j D 2, andmoreover, for each k 2 ¹iC1; : : : ; j 1º,
either jsisk j D 2 or jsj sk j D 2 (or both).
(5) Let sr and srC1 be consecutive letters in w. Then jsrsrC1j D 2 if and only if
r C 1 6w r .
The next lemma describes some conditions on the existence and structure of
distinct reduced representations of elements in right-angled Coxeter groups.
Lemma 2.8. Let .W; S/ be a right-angled Coxeter system with Coxeter dia-
gram †. Let w D w1sr    stw2 be a reduced word in MS with respect to †.
If t 6w r then there exist two reduced representations of the word w of the form
w1    srst   w2 and w1    st sr   w2;
i.e. one can exchange the positions of sr and st using only elementary operations
on the generators of the set ¹sr ; srC1; : : : ; st 1; stº, without touching the prex w1
and the sux w2.
Proof. We will prove the result by induction on the number N of letters between
sr and st . If N D 0 then w D w1srstw2; and the result follows from Observa-
tion 2.7(4).
Assume by induction hypothesis that if N  n the result holds. Consider
w D w1sr    stw2 with N D nC 1, i.e., with nC 1 letters between sr and st in w,
and let  2 Rep.w/ such that .t/ < .r/.
If jsrsrC1j D 2 then .r r C 1/ 2 Rep.w/ and
xw D .r r C 1/:w D w1srC1sr    stw2
is a reduced representation of w with N D n letters between sr and st . Moreover
the permutation  ı .r r C 1/ 2 Rep. xw/ satises the conditions of the lemma.
Thus the result follows from the induction hypothesis.
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Assume now that jsrsrC1j D 1. By Observation 2.7(4) we have jsrC1st j D 2.
Furthermore from Observation 2.7(3) we obtain that .r/ < .r C 1/. Hence
.t/ < .r C 1/ and we can apply the induction hypothesis to the generators
srC1 and st since the number of letters between them is less than or equal to n.
Thus we obtain that
w0 D w1sr    srC1st   w2 and w
 D w1sr    stsrC1   w2
are reduced representations of w.
Let ˛ 2 Rep.w/ such that ˛:w D w. The number of letters between sr and st
inw is less than or equal to n and therefore we can apply the induction hypothesis
to w with  ı ˛ 1 2 Rep.w/ and we obtain that
w1    srst   w2 and w1    stsr   w2
are two reduced representations of w and hence of w. 
We will now present two results that can be used in right-angled buildings to
modify minimal galleries using the commutation relations of the Coxeter group.
We will refer to these results as the “closing squares lemmas” (see also Figure 1
below).
Lemma 2.9 (closing squares 1). Let c0 be a xed chamber in a right-angled
building . Let c1; c2 2 S.c0; n/ and c3 2 S.c0; nC 1/ such that
c1
t
 c3 and c2
s
 c3
for some s ¤ t . Then jst j D 2 in † and there exists c4 2 S.c0; n  1/ such that
c1
s
 c4 and c2
t
 c4:
Proof. Let w1 and w2 be reduced representations of ı.c0; c1/ and ı.c0; c2/, re-
spectively. Then w1t and w2s are two reduced representations of ı.c0; c3/ and
thus w1t D w2s in W ; hence jst j D 2. Furthermore, l.w1s/ < l.w1/ and thus
l.w1s/ D n 1. Let c4 be the chamber in S.c0; n 1/ that is s-adjacent to c1. Then
w1st D w1t s D w2ss D w2 in W . Therefore c4
t
 c2. 
Lemma 2.10 (closing squares 2). Let c0 be a xed chamber in a right-angled
building . Let c1; c2 2 S.c0; n/ and c3 2 S.c0; n  1/ such that
c1
s
 c2 and c2
t
 c3
for some s ¤ t . Then jst j D 2 in † and there exists c4 2 S.c0; n  1/ such that
c1
t
 c4 and c3
s
 c4:
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Proof. Let w1 and w2 be reduced representations of ı.c0; c1/ and ı.c0; c2/. As
c1 and c2 are s-adjacent and are both in S.c0; n/, we know that w1 D w2 D
s1    sn 1s in W . Let v1 2 S.c0; n   1/ be the chamber s-adjacent to c1 (and c2)
at Weyl distance s1    sn 1 from c0.
Applying Lemma 2.9 to v1 and c3 we obtain v2 2 S.c0; n  2/ such that
v2
t
 v1 and v2
s
 c3:
Furthermore jst j D 2 in †. Since there is a minimal gallery of type t s between v2
and c1, there must be one of type st . Hence there is a chamber c4 2 S.c0; n   1/
that is t -adjacent to c1 and s-adjacent to v2. Since v2 is s-adjacent to c3 and to c4,
we conclude that c3 and c4 are s-adjacent. 
Lemma 2.9. Lemma 2.10.
Figure 1. Closing squares.
As a consequence of the closing squares lemmas, we are able to transform
minimal galleries into “concave” minimal galleries.
Lemma 2.11. Let c1 and c2 be two chambers in. There exists a minimal gallery
 D .v0; : : : ; v`/ in  between c1 D v0 and c2 D v` such that there are numbers
0  j  k  ` satisfying the following:
(1) dW .c0; vi/ < dW .c0; vi 1/ for all i 2 ¹1; : : : ; j º;
(2) dW .c0; vi/ D dW .c0; vi 1/ for all i 2 ¹j C 1; : : : ; kº;
(3) dW .c0; vi/ > dW .c0; vi 1/ for all i 2 ¹k C 1; : : : ; `º.
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Proof. Let .v0; : : : ; v`/ be aminimal gallery from c1 to c2 in. Wewill essentially
prove the result by closing squares whenever possible.
Let h./ WD
P`
iD0 dW .c0; vi/ be the “total height” of the gallery w.r.t. c0.
Observe that the gallery  is of the required form if and only if it does not contain
length 2 subgalleries of any of the following form:
(a) .a; b; c/ with dW .c0; a/ D r , dW .c0; b/ D r C 1, dW .c0; c/ D r ;
(b) .a; b; c/ with dW .c0; a/ D r , dW .c0; b/ D r C 1, dW .c0; c/ D r C 1;
(c) .a; b; c/ with dW .c0; a/ D r C 1, dW .c0; b/ D r C 1, dW .c0; c/ D r .
Indeed, the exclusion of galleries of type (a) and (b) says that once we start going
up, we have to continue going up, and the exclusion of galleries of type (a) and (c)
says that once we stop going down, we can never go down again.
We will now show that if  contains a length 2 subgallery of any of these
forms, then we can replace  by another minimal gallery  0 from c1 to c2 for which
h. 0/ < h./. Since h./ is a natural number, this process has to stop eventually,
and we will be left with a minimal gallery of the required form.
If we have a subgallery of type (a), then we can apply Lemma 2.9 to replace b
by some chamber b0 with dW .c0; b0/ D r   1. If we have a subgallery of type (b)
or type (c), then we can apply Lemma 2.10 to replace b by some chamber b0 with
dW .c0; b
0/ D r . In all cases, we have replaced one chamber in  by a chamber
which is closer to c0, and hence we have indeed decreased the value of h./, as
claimed. 
Corollary 2.12. Let c0 be a xed chamber in . If c1; c2 2 B.c0; n/, then there
exists a minimal gallery from c1 to c2 inside B.c0; n/.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 2.11. 
2.2. Projections and parallel residues. Let † be a right-angled Coxeter dia-
gram with vertex set S and let .W; S/ be the Coxeter system of type † with set of
generators S D .si /i2I . Let  be a right-angled building of type †.
Denition 2.13. Let c be a chamber in and R be a residue in. The projection
of c on R is the unique chamber in R that is closest to c and it is denoted by
proj
R
.c/.
The next fact is usually called the gate property and can be found, for instance,
in [1, Proposition 3.105].
Proposition 2.14 (Gate property). Let c be a chamber in  and R be a residue
in . For any chamber c0 in R, there is a minimal gallery from c to c0 passing
through proj
R
.c/, and such that the subgallery from proj
R
.c/ to c0 is contained
in R.
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Next we present applications of the projection map that will be useful for us
later on. The rst shows how the projections to panels are related to the structure
of the Coxeter diagram of the building.
Lemma 2.15. Let c0 be a xed chamber of  and let s 2 S . Let c1 2 S.c0; n/
and c 2 B.c0; n C 1/ n Ch.Ps;c1/. If projPs;c1 .c/ D c2 2 S.c0; n C 1/ then c2 is
t -adjacent to some c3 2 S.c0; n/ with t ¤ s and st D t s in W .
Proof. By Lemma 2.11 we can take a concave minimal gallery between c and c2.
Let w D s1    s` be the corresponding reduced representation of ı.c; c2/. Let v1
be the chamber s`-adjacent to c2 that is at Weyl distance s1    s` 1 from c. We
have dW .c0; c2/  dW .c0; v1/.
We know that s` ¤ s because projPs;c1 .c/ D c2 and hence l.w/ < l.ws/. If
v1 2 S.c0; n/ then the result follows from Lemma 2.9. If v1 2 S.c0; nC 1/, then
there exists a (unique) chamber v2 2 S.c0; n/ that is s`-adjacent to both v1 and c2,
and the result follows again from Lemma 2.9. 
The next result will allow us, in the case of semi-regular right-angled buildings,
to extend a permutation of an s-panel to an automorphism of the whole building
in a useful way.
Proposition 2.16 ([7, Proposition 4.1]). Let  be a semi-regular right-angled
building of type †. Let s 2 S and P be an s-panel. Given any permutation
˛ 2 Sym.Ch.P// there is Q˛ 2 Aut./ stabilizing P satisfying the following two
conditions:
(1) Q˛ jCh.P/ D ˛;
(2) Q˛ xes all chambers of  whose projection to P is xed by ˛.
Our last application of the projection map gives a consequence of combinato-
rial convexity (cf. Denition 1.5), in terms of the projection map.
Proposition 2.17 ([7, Section 2]). If a set of chambersC is combinatorially convex
then for every c 2 C and every residue R of  with Ch.R/ \ C ¤ ; we have
proj
R
.c/ 2 C.
Proof. Let c1 2 Ch.R/ \ C and c 2 C. We know that there is a minimal gallery
from c to c1 passing through projR.c/. As C is combinatorially convex the result
follows. 
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If R1 and R2 are two residues, then
proj
R1
.R2/ D ¹projR1.c/ j c 2 Ch.R2/º
is the set of chambers of a residue contained in R1. This is again a residue (cf. [7,
Section 2]) and the rank of proj
R1
.R2/ is bounded above by the ranks of both R1
and R2.
We nally collect some facts from [7] about parallelism of residues.
Denition 2.18. Two residues R1 and R2 are called parallel if projR1.R2/ D R1
and proj
R2
.R1/ D R2.
In particular, if P1 and P2 are two parallel panels, then the chamber sets of
P1 and P2 are mutually in bijection under the respective projection maps (cf. [7,
Section 2]).
Lemma 2.19 ([7, Lemma 2.2]). Let J1; J2  S be two disjoint subsets with
ŒJ1; J2 D 1. Let c 2 Ch./. Then
Ch.RJ1[J2;c/ D Ch.RJ1;c/  Ch.RJ2;c/;
and for i 2 ¹1; 2º, the canonical projection map Ch.RJ1[J2;c/ ! Ch.RJi ;c/
coincides with the restriction of proj
RJi ;c
to Ch.RJ1[J2;c/. In particular, any two
Ji -residues contained in RJ1[J2;c are parallel.
Lemma 2.20 ([7, Lemma 2.5]). Let P1 and P2 be panels in . If there are two
chambers of P2 having distinct projections on P1, then P1 and P2 are parallel.
Denition 2.21. Let J  S . We dene the set
J? D ¹t 2 S n J j t s D st for all s 2 J º:
If J D ¹sº then we denote the set J? by s?.
Proposition 2.22 ([7, Proposition 2.8]). Let be a right-angled building of type
.W; S/.
(1) Any two parallel residues have the same type.
(2) Let J  S . Given a residue R of type J , a residue R0 is parallel to R if and
only if R0 is of type J and R and R0 are both contained in a common residue
of type J [ J?.
Proposition 2.23 ([7, Corollary 2.9]). Let  be a right-angled building. Then
parallelism of residues is an equivalence relation.
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2.3. Tree-walls and wings. We want to describe the equivalence classes of
parallelism of panels in right-angled buildings. It turns out that these classes
are the so called tree-walls, initially dened in [4] and taken over in [16]. Each
tree-wall separates the building into combinatorially convex components, which
will be called wings as in [7]. At the end of this section, we will dene a
distance between tree-walls of the same type, whichwill be useful for our inductive
arguments later on.
We will assume from now on (and until the end of the paper) that 
is a semi-regular right-angled building with prescribed thickness of the
panels given by a set of cardinal numbers .qs/s2S (see Theorem 2.2).
Denition 2.24. Let s 2 S . An s-tree-wall in is an equivalence class of parallel
s-panels of .
By some slight abuse of notation, we will write Ch.T/ for the set of all
chambers contained in some s-panel belonging to the s-tree-wall T, and we will
refer to these chambers as the chambers of T.
Using Proposition 2.22 we know exactly how to describe the tree-walls in a
right-angled building.
Corollary 2.25. Let  be a right-angled building of type .W; S/ and let s 2 S .
Then two s-panels P1 and P2 belong to the same s-tree-wall if and only if they are
both contained in a common residue of type s [ s?.
In other words, the s-tree-walls are the sets of s-panels contained in a residue
of type s [ s?.
Corollary 2.26. Let T be an s-tree-wall in , let P be an s-panel in T, and let R
be the residue of type s [ s? containing P. Then Ch.T/ D Ch.R/.
Corollary 2.27 ([16, Corollary 3]). The following possibilities for tree-walls in
can occur:
(1) an s-tree-wall is reduced to a panel if and only if hs?i is trivial;
(2) an s-tree-wall is nite but not reduced to a panel if and only if hs?i is nite
but non-trivial;
(3) an s-tree-wall is innite if and only if hs?i is innite.
Example 2.28. (1) Let W D hs; t j s2 D t2 D 1i. Let  be a right-angled
building of type W . Then  is a tree. The s-tree-walls are the s-panels and the
t -tree-walls are the t -panels of .
(2) Let W D hs; t; q j s2 D t2 D q2 D .st/2 D 1i and let  be a right-angled
building of type W .
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 The q-tree-walls are the sets of q-panels of .
 The s-tree-walls are the sets of s-panels in a common residue of type ¹s; tº
in .
 The t -tree-walls are the sets of t -panels in a common residue of type ¹s; tº
in .
By Corollary 2.26, we can dene projections on tree-walls.
Denition 2.29. Let s 2 S , let T be an s-tree-wall of , and let c 2 Ch./. We
dene the projection of c on T as projT.c/ WD projR.c/, where R is the residue of
type s [ s? containing the s-panels of T.
Lemma 2.30. Let s 2 S , let T be an s-tree-wall of , let c 2 Ch./ and let
c2 2 Ch.T/. Let w1 and w2 be reduced representations of ı.c; projT.c// and
ı.proj
T
.c/; c2/, respectively. Then w1w2 is a reduced representation of ı.c; c2/.
Proof. This follows immediately from the gate property (Proposition 2.14). 
Each s-tree-wall yields a partition of the building into qs combinatorially
convex components, which are called wings. We dene wings in a building and
present some results that connect wings, projections and tree-walls.
Denition 2.31. Let c 2 Ch./ and s 2 S . Then the set of chambers
Xs.c/ D ¹x 2 Ch./ j projPs;c.x/ D cº
is called the s-wing of c.
Notice that if P is any s-panel, then the set of s-wings of each of the qs dierent
chambers of P forms a partition of Ch./ into qs subsets.
We note that we dened wings with respect to panels only since it is sucient
for our purposes. However, this concept can be generalized to residues of any
type; see [7].
Proposition 2.32 ([7, Proposition 3.2]). In a right-angled building, wings are
combinatorially convex.
The next lemma is proved in [7, Lemma 3.1] for general residues.
Lemma 2.33. Let s 2 S and T be an s-tree-wall. Let P1 and P2 be s-panels of T,
and let c1 2 P1 and c2 2 P2. ThenXs.c1/ D Xs.c2/ if and only if c2 D projP2.c1/,
i.e., if and only if c1 2 Xs.c2/.
In particular, projection between parallel s-panels induces an equivalence
relation on Ch.T/.
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Proposition 2.34. Let P1;P2 and P3 be s-panels in a common s-tree-wall. Let
c1 2 P1, c2 D projP2.c1/ and c3 D projP3.c1/. Then projP3.c2/ D c3.
Proof. By Lemma 2.33, c2 D projP2.c1/ implies Xs.c1/ D Xs.c2/, and c3 D
proj
P3
.c1/ implies Xs.c1/ D Xs.c3/. Hence Xs.c2/ D Xs.c3/, and therefore
proj
P3
.c2/ D c3. 
By Lemma 2.33, it makes sense to dene a partition of Ch./ into s-wings
with respect to an s-tree-wall.
Denition 2.35. Let s 2 S and T be an s-tree-wall. Let P be an arbitrary s-panel
of T. Then P induces a partition
¹Xs.c/ j c 2 Pº
of Ch./ into qs subsets, which we call the partition of Ch./ into s-wings with
respect to T. By Lemma 2.33, this partition is independent of the choice of P in T.
We will now study the interaction between dierent s-tree-walls.
Denition 2.36. Let s 2 S and let T1 and T2 be two s-tree-walls in . We dene
the set
proj
T1
.T2/ D ¹projT1.c/ j c 2 T2º:
Proposition 2.37. Let s 2 S and let T1 and T2 be distinct s-tree-walls. Let
c2 2 projT2.T1/ and c1 D projT1.c2/. Let w be a reduced representation of
ı.c1; c2/. Then the following hold:
(1) if t 2 S with jt sj  2 then l.tw/ D l.wt/ D l.w/C 1;
(2) c2 D projT2.c1/;
(3) Ch.T1/  Xs.c2/;
(4) if c02 2 projT2.T1/ then projPs;c2 .c
0
2/ D c2.
Proof. (1) Let t 2 S such that jt sj  2. Let c be a chamber t -adjacent to c1
(and hence c 2 Ch.T1/). Since c1 D projT1.c2/, we can apply the gate property
(Proposition 2.14) to nd a minimal gallery from c to c2 passing through c1, of
type tw. In particular, l.w/ < l.tw/.
Since c2 2 projT2.T1/, there is a chamber d 2 T1 such that projT2.d/ D c2.
Let w1 be a reduced representation of ı.d; c1/. By the gate property again, w1w
is a reduced representation of ı.d; c2/. Let e be a chamber t -adjacent to c2 (and
therefore in Ch.T2/). The gate property w.r.t. projT2.d/ D c2 now implies that
l.w1wt/ > l.w1w/ and hence l.wt/ > l.w/ as well.
(2) By the gate property, w can be written as w1w2 where w2 is a reduced
representation of the subgallery from proj
T2
.c1/ to c2 inside T2. Hence jt sj  2
for all t 2 w2. By Statement 1 we get l.w2/ D 0 and thus c2 D projT2.c1/.
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(3) Let c 2 Ch.T1/ and let w1 2 W be a reduced representation of ı.c; c1/.
By Lemma 2.30, w1w is a reduced representation of ı.c; c2/. By Statement 1,
l.w1w/ < l.w1ws/, and it follows that projPs;c2 .c/ D c2.
(4) By Statement 3, Ch.T1/  Xs.c2/ and Ch.T1/  Xs.c02/. Since the s-wings
with respect to T2 form a partition of Ch./ (see Denition 2.35), this implies
Xs.c2/ D Xs.c
0
2/, and hence projPs;c2 .c
0
2/ D c2 by Lemma 2.33. 
We nish this section by dening a distance between tree-walls of the same
type.
Denition 2.38. Let s 2 S . Let V1 be the set of all s-tree-walls of  and let V2
be the set of all residues of type S n ¹sº of. Consider the bipartite graph s with
vertex set V1 t V2, where an s-tree-wall T 2 V1 is adjacent to a residue R 2 V2 if
and only if Ch.T/ \ Ch.R/ ¤ ;.
The graph s will be called the tree-wall tree of type s.
Notice that each s-tree-wall T in s has precisely qs neighbors, corresponding
to each of the residues of type S n ¹sº lying in a distinct part of the partition of
Ch./ induced by the s-wings with respect to T (see Denition 2.35).
Moreover, if there is a minimal path T1   R1        R2   T2 in s and
c1 2 Ch.T1/ \ Ch.R1/ and c2 2 Ch.T2/ \ Ch.R2/, then c2 2 projT2.T1/ and
c1 2 projT1.T2/. Therefore Proposition 2.37 then implies that Ch.T2/  Xs.c1/
and Ch.T1/  Xs.c2/.
Proposition 2.39. Let s 2 S . The tree-wall tree s is a tree.
Proof. The graph s is connected. Therefore it is enough to show that there are
no cycles in s . If there were a non-trivial cycle in s , say
T1   R1   T2        Rn   T1;
then the chambers of T2 would be contained in two distinct s-wings with respect
to T1, namely the ones corresponding to R1 and Rn, which is a contradiction. We
conclude that s is a tree. 
Denition 2.40. Let s 2 S and let T1 and T2 be two s-tree-walls. We dene the
s-tree-wall distance, denoted by distTW , as
distTW .T1;T2/ D
1
2
dists .T1;T2/;
where dists .T1;T2/ denotes the discrete distance in the tree-wall tree of type s.
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2.4. Colorings in right-angled buildings. In this section we will dene dif-
ferent types of colorings of the chambers of semi-regular right-angled buildings.
These colorings will be necessary to dene the universal group later in Section 3.
We will use the following notation throughout the section.
Let .W; S/ be a right-angled Coxeter system with Coxeter diagram † with
vertex set I and set of generators S D ¹siºi2I . Let .qs/s2S be a set of cardinal
numbers with qs  2 for all s 2 S . Let  be the unique right-angled building of
type .W; S/ with parameters .qs/s2S (see Theorem 2.2). For each s 2 S , let Ys be
a set of cardinality qs; we will refer to Ys as the set of s-colors.
Denition 2.41. Let s 2 S . A map hsWCh./! Ys is called an s-coloring of 
if
(C) for every s-panel P there is a bijection between the colors in Ys and the
chambers in P.
2.4.1. Legal colorings
Denition 2.42. Let s 2 S . An s-coloring hsWCh./ ! Ys is called a legal
s-coloring if it satises
(L) for every S n ¹sº-residue R and for all c1; c2 2 Ch.R/, hs.c1/ D hs.c2/.
In particular, if Pt is a t -panel then for every s 2 S n ¹tº one can consider
the s-color of the panel Pt , denoted by hs.Pt /, since all the chambers in Pt have
the same s-color. Similarly, if T is a t -tree-wall with jst j D 1 in †, then by
Corollary 2.25, hs.c1/ D hs.c2/ for all c1; c2 2 Ch.T/, and hence the color hs.T/
is well-dened.
Proposition 2.43. Let c0 2 Ch./ and .h1s /s2S and let .h
2
s /s2S be two sets of
legal colorings of . Then there exists c 2 Ch./ such that h1s .c/ D h
2
s .c0/ for
all s 2 S .
Proof. We will prove the result recursively. For each s 2 S , let Ps;c0 be the
s-panel that contains c0. By the denition of a legal coloring, we know that there
exists c1 2 Ps;c0 such that h
1
s .c1/ D h
2
s .c0/. Moreover, h
1
t .c1/ D h
1
t .c0/ for all
t ¤ s. Repeating this procedure for each s 2 S we nd a chamber c such that
h1s .c/ D h
2
s .c0/ for all s 2 S . 
Proposition 2.44. Let .h1s /s2S and .h
2
s /s2S be two sets of legal colorings of .
Let c0; c00 2 Ch./ such that h
1
s .c
0
0/ D h
2
s .c0/ for all s 2 S . Then there exists
g 2 Aut./ such that g:c0 D c00 and h
2
s D h
1
s ı g, for all s 2 S .
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Proof. Consider the set
Gn D ¹g 2 Aut./ j c
0
0 D g:c0 and h
1
s ı gjB.c0;n/ D h
2
s jB.c0;n/ for all s 2 Sº:
We will recursively construct a sequence of elements gi (i 2 N) such that for
every i 2 N, we have gi 2 Gi , and if j 2 N is larger than i , then gi and gj agree
on the ball B.c0; i /.
Since Aut./ is chamber-transitive, G0 is non-empty and we can pick a g0 2
G0 at random.
Let us assume that we already have constructed automorphisms gi for every
i  nwith the right properties. In particular gn:c0 D c00 and h
1
s ıgn.c/ D h
2
s .c/ for
all c 2 B.c0; n/. Therefore without loss of generality we can assume that c00 D c0
and that
h1s .c/ D h
2
s .c/ for all s 2 S; c 2 B.c0; n/: ()
We will construct an element gnC1 of GnC1 by modifying gn (which now acts
trivially on B.c0; n/) step by step along S.c0; nC 1/.
Let v 2 S.c0; n/ and x some s 2 S . Let ˛s be the permutation of the chambers
of Ps;v such that h2s .c/ D h
1
s .˛s.c// for all c 2 Ps;v . By Proposition 2.16,
˛s extends to an automorphism Q˛s such that Q˛s stabilizes Ps;v and xes all the
chambers of  whose projection on Ps;v is xed by ˛s .
We claim that Q˛s xes B.c0; nC 1/ nCh.Ps;v/. Let c 2 B.c0; nC 1/ nCh.Ps;v/,
and let d D proj
Ps;v
.c/. If d 2 B.c0; n/, then d is xed by ˛s , and this already
implies that c is xed by Q˛s .
Suppose now that d 2 S.c0; nC 1/. By Lemma 2.15 there exists v0 2 S.c0; n/
such that d is t -adjacent to v0 with t ¤ s (and t s D st in W ). The denition of a
legal coloring together with () now implies
h1s .d/ D h
1
s .v
0/ D h2s .v
0/ D h2s .d/;
so ˛s must x d . Hence the automorphism Q˛s xes c also in this case.
We have thus constructed, for each s 2 S , an automorphism Q˛s 2 Aut./, with
the property that all elements of B.c0; nC 1/ that are moved by Q˛s are contained
in S.c0; nC 1/ \ Ps;v . We now vary s, and we consider the element
˛v D
Y
s2S
Q˛s 2 Aut./
where the product is taken in an arbitrary order. Even though the element ˛v might
depend on the chosen order, its action on B.c0; nC 1/ does not, since the sets of
chambers of B.c0; nC 1/ moved by the elements Q˛s for distinct s, are disjoint.
Now we have an automorphism ˛v , for each chamber v 2 S.c0; n/, xing
B.c0; nC 1/ n S.v; 1/. Next, we want to vary v along S.c0; n/. We claim that if
v1; v2 2 S.c0; n/ then ˛v1 and ˛v2 restricted to B.c0; nC 1/ have disjoint support.
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The only case that remains to be checked is when S.v1; 1/ and S.v2; 1/ have a
chamber c 2 S.c0; nC1/ in common; we want to show that both ˛v1 and ˛v2 x c.
By Lemma 2.9, there are s ¤ t in W (with st D t s) such that c
s
 v1
and c
t
 v2. By the denition of a legal coloring together with (), we have
h1t .c/ D h
1
t .v1/ D h
2
t .v1/ D h
2
t .c/. Therefore ˛v2.c/ D Q˛v2;t .c/ must x c.
Similarly h1s .c/ D h
2
s .c/, and so ˛v1 xes c. This proves our claim, and hence ˛v1
and ˛v2 restricted to B.c0; n C 1/ have disjoint support for any two chambers v1
and v2 in S.c0; n/.
We can now consider the product
gnC1 D
Y
v2S.c0;n/
˛v D
Y
v2S.c0;n/
Y
s2S
Q˛v;s 2 Aut./;
where the product is again taken in an arbitrary order. By the previous paragraph,
the action of gnC1 on B.c0; nC 1/ is independent of the chosen order, and the sets
of chambers of B.c0; n C 1/ moved by distinct elements Q˛v;s are disjoint. Since
every Q˛v;s has the property that h2s .c/ D h
1
s . Q˛v;s.c// for all c 2 Ps;v , we conclude
that h2s .c/ D h
1
s .gnC1.c// for all c 2 S.c0; nC 1/, and therefore gnC1 2 GnC1.
So we have extended the g 2 Gn to an element gnC1 in GnC1 agreeing
with gn on the ball B.c0; n/. The sequence g0, g1, : : : obtained by repeating
this procedure hence converges to an element g 2 Aut./ (with respect to the
permutation topology). From the construction and the denition of the sets Gi ,
the automorphism g has the desired properties. 
2.4.2. Weak legal colorings. We dene a weaker version of the legal colorings
of Denition 2.42. The goal will be to prove later that these two types of colorings
play a similar role in the denition of the universal group.
Denition 2.45. Let s 2 S . An s-coloring hs is called a weak legal s-coloring if
the following holds:
(W) if P1 and P2 are two s-panels in a common s-tree-wall then for all c 2 P1,
we have hs.c/ D hs.projP2.c//.
A legal coloring is in particular a weak legal coloring. Conversely, the restric-
tion of a weak legal coloring to a tree-wall is a legal coloring.
Lemma 2.46. Let s 2 S . A weak legal s-coloring restricted to an s-tree-wall T is
a legal coloring of Ch.T/.
Proof. If c1; c2 2 Ch.T/ are two t -adjacent chambers with t 2 S n ¹sº then
c1 and c2 lie in distinct parallel s-panels of T and projPs;c1 .c2/ D c1. Hence
hs.c1/ D hs.c2/. 
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Denition 2.47. Let s 2 S and let G  Sym.Ys/. Two s-colorings h1s and
h2s are said to be G-equivalent if for every s-panel P there is g 2 G such that
h1s jP D g ı h
2
s jP.
Proposition 2.48. Let s 2 S andG  Sym.Ys/ be a transitive permutation group.
Then every weak legal s-coloring is G-equivalent to some legal s-coloring.
Proof. Let hs be a weak legal coloring of. We want to show that there is a legal
coloring h`s that is G-equivalent to hs.
Let c0 be a xed chamber of. We will dene h`s recursively using the s-tree-
wall distance. Let T0 D Ts;c0 . For each chamber c 2 Ch.T0/, dene
h`s.c/ D hs.c/ D idG ı hs.c/I
by Lemma 2.46, the restriction of h`s to Ch.T0/ is a legal coloring.
Assume that we have dened h`s for all chambers of every s-tree-wall of  at
tree-wall distance n from T0. Let T2 be an s-tree-wall at tree-wall distance nC1
from T0. By Proposition 2.39 there is a unique s-tree-wall T1 at tree-wall distance
1 from T2 that is at tree-wall distance n from T0. By our recursion assumption,
h`s is already dened for all chambers of T1. Pick some d 2 projT2.T1/, and let
c1 D projT1.d/. Fix a g 2 G such that g ı hs.d/ D h
`
s.c1/ (which exists by
transitivity) and dene
h`s.c/ D g ı hs.c/; for all c 2 Ch.T2/:
That is, we set h`s.d/ D h
`
s.c1/ and carry out the same permutation of the s-colors
on each s-panel of T2.
We claim that
h`s.d
0/ D h`s.projT1.d
0//; for all d 0 2 proj
T2
.T1/: ()
So let d 0 2 projT2.T1/ and c
0
1 D projT1.d
0/; then by Proposition 2.37(2) we have
d D proj
T2
.c1/. Hence from Proposition 2.37(4) we obtain that projPs;d .d
0/ D d
and proj
Ps;c1
.c01/ D c1. Since hs is a weak legal coloring, we have hs.d/ D hs.d
0/,
and hence by construction h`s.d/ D h
`
s.d
0/. Moreover, since we already know that
h`s is a legal coloring on T1, we also have h
`
s.c1/ D h
`
s.c
0
1/. Since h
`
s.d/ D h
`
s.c1/
and g is xed in each tree-wall, we conclude that h`s.d
0/ D h`s.c
0
1/, proving the
claim ().
With this procedure, we recursively dene the map h`s for all the chambers
of . It is obvious that h`s is a coloring of the chambers of .
We will show that h`s is a legal coloring. So let c1 and c2 be chambers in a
residue R of type S n ¹sº; we have to show that h`s.c1/ D h
`
s.c2/. Since residues
are combinatorially convex, the minimal galleries from c1 to c2 do not contain
s-adjacent chambers; in particular, proj
Ps;c1
.c2/ D c1. Let T1 and T2 be the
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s-tree-walls of c1 and c2, respectively. If T1 coincides with T2 then we know
that hs.c1/ D hs.c2/ and thus h`s.c1/ D g ı hs.c1/ D g ı hs.c2/ D h
`
s.c2/, where
g 2 Gs was the permutation used to dene h`s in T1 D T2.
If T1 ¤ T2 then T1 and T2 are both adjacent to the vertex in the s-tree-wall tree
s that corresponds to the residue R. Thus distTW .T1;T2/ D 1. Assume without
loss of generality that n D distTW .T0;T1/ D distTW .T0;T2/   1, where T0 is the
s-tree-wall containing the base chamber c0. Then T1 is the unique s-tree-wall at
tree-wall distance n from T0 that is at tree-wall distance 1 from T2. Therefore h`s
has been dened on T2 using the coloring in T1.
Let d 0 D proj
T2
.c1/, and let c01 D projT1.d
0/. By the gate property (Propo-
sition 2.14), there is a minimal gallery from c1 to c2 through c01 and d
0, and the
subgalleries from c1 to c01 and from d
0 to c2 are completely contained in T1 and
T2, respectively. Since these galleries do not contain s-adjacent chambers be-
cause c1 and c2 are contained in R of type S n ¹sº, we have h`s.c1/ D h
`
s.c
0
1/
and h`s.d
0/ D h`s.c2/. Finally, by (), we also have h
`
s.c
0
1/ D h
`
s.d
0/, and hence
h`s.c1/ D h
`
s.c2/. We conclude that h
`
s is a legal coloring, and by construction it is
Gs-equivalent to hs. 
2.4.3. Directed legal colorings. In this sectionwe dene a particular set of weak
legal colorings. As before, let Ys (for each s 2 S ) be the set of s-colors. We
additionally assume that each such set Ys contains a distinguished element 1s , or
shortly 1 if no confusion can arise.
The key point of directed colorings is to get a set of colorings such that in every
s-panel P, the chamber of P closest to a xed chamber has s-color 1. This will be
particularly useful for studying chamber stabilizers.
Proposition 2.49. Let s 2 S and let c0 2 Ch./. Leths be a weak legal s-coloring
of  and G  Sym.Ys/ be a transitive permutation group.
Then there exists a weak legal s-coloring fs of  which is G-equivalent to hs,
such that fs.projP.c0// D 1s for every s-panel P.
Proof. For each chamber c 2 Ch./, let T.c/ be the unique s-tree-wall contain-
ing c. For each s-tree-wall T, we x an element gT 2 G such that
gT.hs.projT.c0/// D 1I
notice that such an element exists because G is transitive. We now dene a
coloring fs WCh./! Ys by
fs.c/ WD gT.c/.hs.c//; for all c 2 Ch./:
Let P be an arbitrary s-panel, and let c D proj
P
.c0/; we claim that fs.c/ D 1.
Indeed, let T be the s-tree-wall containing P, and let c1 D projT.c0/. Then
proj
Ps;c1
.c/ D c1, so hs.c/ D hs.c1/, and hence
fs.c/ D gT.hs.c// D gT.hs.c1// D 1:
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Next, we claim that fs is a weak legal s-coloring. Indeed, x some s-tree-
wall T; then by denition, gT induces the same permutation on each s-panel of T.
Since hs is a weak legal s-coloring, it satises property (W) from Denition 2.45
for each s-tree-wall T, and hence the same holds for fs; we conclude that also fs
is a weak legal s-coloring. 
Denition 2.50. Let s 2 S . A weak legal s-coloring as in Proposition 2.49 is
called a directed legal s-coloring of  with respect to c0.
In other words, if fs is a weak legal s-coloring and c0 2 Ch./ then fs is called
a directed legal s-coloring with respect to c0 if for every chamber c 2 Ch./ at
Weyl distance w from c0 with l.w/ < l.ws/, we have fs.c/ D 1.
Observation 2.51. By denition, one can construct a weak legal coloring on any
right-angled building . Proposition 2.49 then implies that, given a chamber c
in , there exists a directed legal coloring of  with respect to c.
2.5. Directed right-angled buildings. In this section we want to describe each
right-angled building in a standard way. This will be useful for the study of the
maximal compact open subgroups of the universal group in Section 4.
We will construct a right-angled building with a directed coloring by means
of reduced words in the Coxeter group and the set of colors, providing us with a
concrete model for the objects we work with.
Denition 2.52. Let .W; S/ be a right-angled Coxeter system with set of gener-
ators S D ¹siºi2I and Coxeter diagram †. For each s 2 S , let Ys be a set with
cardinality qs (with qs  2) with a distinguished element 1. We dene an edge-
colored graph D as follows.
The vertex set of D is
Ch.D/ D
²
s1    sn
˛1    ˛n
 ˇˇˇ
ˇ s1    sn is a reduced word inMS w.r.t. †;˛i 2 Ys n ¹1º for each i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº
³
(where we allow n to be zero, yielding the empty matrix), modulo the equivalence
relation dened by 
s1    sn
˛1    ˛n



s01    s
0
n
˛01    ˛
0
n

if there exists a  2 Rep.s1    sn/ such that
s.1/    s.n/ D s
0
1    s
0
n and ˛.j / D ˛
0
j ; for all j 2 ¹1; : : : nº;
i.e., s01    s
0
n is obtained from s1    sn by performing elementary operations of
type (2). (We are denoting the vertex set of D by Ch.D/ because we will
prove later that D is a right-angled building. We will already call the elements
of Ch.D/ chambers.)
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We will now dene adjacency in this graph. Let c D
 
s1  sn
˛1  ˛n

be an arbitrary
chamber; then the neighbors of c are:
(1) all chambers of the form c0 D
  s1  sn snC1
˛1  ˛n ˛nC1

. In this case, we declare c and
c0 to be snC1-adjacent;
(2) all chambers of the form c0 D

s1  sn 1 sn
˛1  ˛n 1 ˛
0
n

, where ˛0n takes any value in
Ys n ¹1; ˛nº; In this case, we declare c and c0 to be sn-adjacent.
(3) the unique chamber c0 D
 
s1  sn 1
˛1  ˛n 1

. In this case, we declare c and c0 to be
sn-adjacent.
Proposition 2.53. The edge-colored graph D is a chamber system with index
set S and with prescribed thickness .qs/s2S . Let s 2 S , and let P be an s-panel of
D . Then the chambers of P are of the form²
s1    sn
˛1    ˛n
³
[
²
s1    sn s
˛1    ˛n ˛s
 ˇˇ
˛s 2 Ys n ¹1º
³
:
Proof. It is clear from the denition of s-adjacency that the relation “s-adjacent
or equal” is an equivalence relation on the set of chambers of D, hence D
is a chamber system. The equivalence classes of this relation are precisely the
s-panels, which are therefore of the required form. Clearly, each s-panel has
cardinality jYsj D qs. 
Now we want to dene colorings on the chamber systemD .
Denition 2.54. Let D be as in Denition 2.52, and let s 2 S . We dene
Fs WCh.D/! Ys as follows. Let c D
 
s1  sn
˛1  ˛n

be a chamber of D.
(1) If l.s1    sns/ > l.s1    sn/, then Fs.c/ WD 1.
(2) If l.s1    sns/ < l.s1    sn/, there exists a  2 Rep.s1    sn/ such that
s.n/ D s, i.e.,
s1    sn D s.1/    s.n 1/s in W :
Then
Fs.c/ D Fs

s.1/    s.n/
˛.1/    ˛.n/

WD ˛.n/ 2 ¹2; : : : ; qsº:
We call Fs the standard s-coloring of D .
Our next goal is to prove that given a semi-regular right-angled buildingwith
a set of directed legal colorings with respect to a xed chamber, one can construct
a color-preserving isomorphism to D (equipped with its standard colorings). In
particular, a pair consisting of a right-angled building and a set of directed legal
colorings is unique up to isomorphism.
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Proposition 2.55. Let  be a right-angled building of type .W; S/ with parame-
ters .qs/s2S , and let .fs/s2S be a set of directed colorings of  with respect to a
xed chamber c0 2 Ch./. Let D be the corresponding chamber system as in
Denition 2.52, and let .Fs/s2S be its standard s-colorings as in Denition 2.54.
Then there is an isomorphism  W! D such that fs.c/ D Fs. .c// for all
s 2 S and all c 2 Ch./. In particular, D is a right-angled building of type
.W; S/, with thickness .qs/s2S .
Proof. We start by setting  .c0/ D . / 2 Ch.D/. Let c 2 Ch./ be arbitrary,
and let w D s1    sn be a reduced word in MS representing ı.c0; c/ and let  D
.c0; c1; : : : ; cn/ be the minimal gallery of type s1    sn connecting the chambers
c0 and cn D c. Then we dene
 .c/ D

s1    sn
fs1.c1/    fsn.cn/


:
We claim that  is well-dened, i.e. that it is independent of the choice of the
reduced representation of w. Let w0 be another reduced representation of ı.c0; c/.
We know that there is a  2 Rep.w/ such that :w D w0 and moreover that  can
be written as a product of elementary transpositions  D k   1 such that i is
a i 1   1:w-elementary transposition, for all i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº.
Let i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº. Consider the reduced words w1 D i 1   1:w and
w2 D i :w1. These two words only dier in two generators rj and rjC1 which
are switched by i . Let 1 D .e0; : : : ; en/ and 2 D .d0; : : : ; dn/ be the minimal
galleries between c0 D e0 D d0 and c D en D dn corresponding to the word w1
and w2 respectively.
We now prove that the colors frt .et / and frt .di .t// agree for all t 2 ¹0; : : : ; nº.
Note that the galleries 1 and 2 dier only in the chamber ej , and that i is a
transposition switching j and j C 1. Therefore we only need to check t D j and
t D j C 1. We have
ej 1
rj
 ej
rjC1
 ejC1 and ej 1 D dj 1
rjC1
 dj
rj
 djC1 D ejC1:
As .fs/s2S is a set of direct colorings with respect to c0 we infer that frj .ej / D
frj .djC1/ D frj .di .j // and frjC1.ejC1/ D frjC1.dj / D frjC1.di .jC1//, which
implies that the colors indeed agree.
From this we deduce that
w1
fr1.e1/    frn.en/



w2
fr1.d1/    frn.dn/

;
which allows us to conclude that
s1    sn
fs1.c1/    fs.cn/



s.1/    s.n/
fs.1/.c
0
1/    fs.n/.c
0
n/

;
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where .c00; : : : ; c
0
n/ is the minimal gallery between c0 and c corresponding to w
0.
This proves that  is independent of the choice of the reduced representation of
w and in particular that it is well dened.
Next, we claim that  is color-preserving, i.e. that fs.c/ D Fs. .c// for all
s 2 S and all c 2 Ch./. Let c be a chamber of at Weyl distancew from c0, and
s1    sn a reduced word inMS with respect to † representing w. By construction
of  and denition of Fsn , we have fsn.c/ D Fsn. .c//.
Let s 2 S n ¹snº. If l.s1    sn/ < l.s1    sns/, then by denition of a directed
coloring and FS we have fs.c/ D 1 and Fs. .c// D 1. If l.s1    sn/ >
l.s1    sns/, then we could have picked a reduced representation s1    sn of w
where sn D s, which reduces the problem to a previous case.
Next, we show that  is a bijection. It is clear from the denition that  is
surjective. It remains to prove that it is injective. Let c1; c2 2 Ch./ be distinct
chambers. If c1 and c2 are at distinct Weyl distances from c0 then by denition
 .c1/ ¤  .c2/.
Assume that s1    sn is a reduced representation of the Weyl distance from c0
to both c1 and c2. Let i be the minimal number in ¹1; : : : ; nº such that vi1 ¤ v
i
2,
where vij , for j 2 ¹1; 2º, is the unique chamber in at Weyl distance s1    si from
c0 and at Weyl distance sn    siC1 from cj . Then vi 11 D v
i 1
2 , which means that
vi1 and v
i
2 are in the same i-panel of . So fsi .v
i
1/ ¤ fsi .v
i
2/. This implies, by
denition of the map  , that  .c1/ ¤  .c2/. Therefore  is a bijection.
Finally, we show that  is a homomorphism. If c1 and c2 are s-adjacent
chambers in , for s 2 S , then one of the following two cases hold.
(1) c1 is atWeyl distance s1    sn from c0 and c2 is atWeyl distance s1    sns from
c0, or vice-versa. Then by denition of  and the denition of adjacency in
D, the chamber  .c1/ is s-adjacent to  .c2/.
(2) c1 and c2 are both at Weyl distance s1    sns from c0 and fs.c1/ ¤ fs.c2/.
Again we conclude that  .c1/ is s-adjacent to  .c2/, this time by the second
point of the denition of adjacency in D .
This shows that is an isomorphism from toD respecting the set of colorings
.fs/s2S , proving the proposition. 
Denition 2.56. We call the building D the directed right-angled building of
type .W; S/ with prescribed thickness .qs/s2S .
Remark 2.57. The directed legal coloring Fs is not a legal s-coloring unless s
commutes with all elements of S (in which case every weak legal s-coloring is a
legal s-coloring by Lemma 2.46).
Proposition 2.58. Let be the directed right-angled building of type .W; S/with
prescribed thickness .qr/r2S . Let s 2 S and x an s-tree-wall T in . Let g be a
permutation of Ys n ¹1º.
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Consider the following map gT on the set of chambers of. Let c be a chamber
represented by the matrix 
s1    sn
˛1    ˛n

:
If there is an i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº such that si D s and the chambers represented by
s1    si 1
˛1    ˛i 1

and

s1    si
˛1    ˛i

are in T; (2.1)
then gT maps c to the chamber represented by
s1    si 1 s siC1    sn
˛1    ˛i 1 g.˛i / ˛iC1    ˛n

: (2.2)
If there is no such i , then gT xes c.
Then the map gT constructed in this way is an automorphism of . Moreover,
if g; h are two permutations of Ys n ¹1º, then gThT D .gh/T.
Proof. Notice that there can be at most one index i with si D s for which (2.1)
holds, since s1    sn is a reduced word and T is an s-tree-wall.
We start by showing that gT is well dened, i.e., that our description of gT is
independent of the representation of the chamber c. Assume that c is represented
as in the statement of the proposition. It suces to look at equivalence by a single
elementary transposition; so assume that there is a j 2 ¹1; : : : ; n  1º such that sj
and sjC1 commute. The only non-trivial cases are when condition (2.1) is satised
and either j D i or j D i   1. Assume that j D i (the other case can then be
handled analogously); so si D s commutes with siC1.
Note that the chambers represented by
s1    si 1 siC1
˛1    ˛i 1 ˛iC1

and

s1    si 1 siC1 si
˛1    ˛i 1 ˛iC1 ˛i

are still contained in Ch.T/ by Corollary 2.25. The image under gT of c using
its representation obtained by applying the elementary transposition is therefore
represented by 
s1    si 1 siC1 si siC2    sn
˛1    ˛i 1 ˛iC1 g.˛i / ˛iC2    ˛n

;
which is an equivalent representation of the image as in (2.2). This proves that the
map gT is indeed well dened.
In order to show that gT is a homomorphism of , we have to show that
t -panels are mapped to t -panels, for all t 2 S . However, this is now immediately
clear from the description of a t -panel in Proposition 2.53.
Finally observe that each gT is invertible, with inverse .g 1/T; this implies
that gT is an automorphism of . The last statement is also clear. 
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3. Universal group of a right-angled building
The goal of this section is to extend the concept of universal groups dened for
regular trees by Burger and Mozes to the more general setting of right-angled
buildings. These groups will depend on the choice of a transitive permutation
group for each s 2 S .
3.1. Denition. Let .W; S/ be a right-angled Coxeter system with Coxeter dia-
gram †with index set I and set of generators S D ¹siºi2I . For all s 2 S , let qs be
a cardinal number and Ys be a set of size qs. Consider the right-angled building
of type .W; S/ with parameters .qs/s2S , which is unique up to isomorphism (see
[12, Proposition 1.2]).
Denition 3.1. For each s 2 S , let Gs  Sym.Ys/ be a transitive permutation
group and hsWCh./ ! Ys be a (weak) legal coloring of . We dene the
universal group of  with respect to the groups .Gs/s2S as
U D U..Gs/s2S /
D ¹g 2 Aut./ j .hsjPs;gc/ ı g ı .hsjPs;c/
 1 2 Gs; for all s 2 S;
all s-panels Ps; and for all chambers c 2 Psº;
where Ps;c is the s-panel containing c 2 Ch./.
If the group Gs equals Sym.Ys/, for all s 2 S , then U is the group Aut./
of all type preserving automorphisms of the right-angled building since we are
assuming that the groups Gs are transitive.
Lemma 3.2. For each s 2 S , let .hs/s2S and .h0s/s2S be two G
s-equivalent
colorings. Then the universal groups constructed using .hs/s2S and .h0s/s2S
coincide.
Proof. Let g 2 U hs be an element of the universal group constructed with the
coloring hs . Let c 2 Ch./ and P be the s-panel of c. By denition we know that
hs ıgı .hs/
 1jP 2 G
s. Further, since hs and h0s areG
s-equivalent colors we know
that hsjP D g1 ı h0s jP and hsjPs;gv D g2 ı h
0
s jPs;gv with g1; g2 2 G
s. Thus
hs ı g ı .hs/
 1jP D g2 ı h
0
s ı g ı .h
0
s/
 1 ı g 11 jP 2 G
s ;
which implies that h0s ı g ı .h
0
s/
 1jP 2 G
s . Hence g is an element of the universal
group U h
0
s constructed using h0s. Exchanging the colorings in the reasoning, we
obtain that the two universal groups coincide. 
This lemma implies, in view of Proposition 2.48, that in the denition of the
universal group restricting to legal colorings, weak legal colorings or directed
legal colorings with respect to a xed chamber, all being Gs-equivalent (see
Proposition 2.48 and Observation 2.51), all yield the same universal group.
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Remark 3.3. The denition of a universal group for a right-angled building also
makes sense when the groups Gs are not transitive. For instance, if the groups
Gs are all trivial and  is locally nite, then U is a lattice in Aut./ since it acts
freely and cocompactly on . However, only when all groups Gs are transitive,
the universal group will be chamber transitive, which is a property we will need
very often.
3.2. Basic properties. In this section we gather some basic properties concern-
ing universal groups for right-angled buildings. We start by looking at the action
on panels.
Denition 3.4. LetH  Aut./ andP be a panel of. We dene the local action
of H at the panel P as the permutation group formed by restricting the action of
H¹Pº (the setwise stabilizer of P in H ) to the panel P.
Lemma 3.5. The local action of the universal group U on an s-panel (s 2 S) is
isomorphic to the transitive group Gs.
Proof. Consider some chamber c and pick an r 2 S . The chambers in the
r-panel P WD Pr;c containing c are parametrized by Yr via the coloring. From
the denition of the universal group it is immediate that the local action on the
r-panel is a subgroup of Gr .
We will now show that this local action is in factGr . Let gr 2 Gr . Let c0 be the
chamber in P with color gr ı hr.c/. Denote by .h0s/s2S the set of legal colorings
obtained from .hs/s2S by replacing the coloring hr by g 1r ı hr and leaving the
other colorings unchanged. Note that h0r is again a legal coloring, as it will still
satisfy the dening property (L) of legal colorings. As hs.c/ equals h0s.c
0/ for
every s 2 S , we can apply Proposition 2.44 to nd an automorphism g 2 Aut./
mapping c to c0.
The automorphism g acts locally as the identity for t -panels where t 2 S n¹rº,
and as gr on r-panels. Hence g is an element of the universal group and it has the
desired action on the panel Pr;c, whence the claim. 
Assume that the set Ys contains an element called 1, and letGs0 be the stabilizer
of this element in Gs .
Proposition 3.6. Let  be the directed right-angled building with prescribed
thickness .qr/r2S (see Denition 2.56) and base chamber c0. Consider the uni-
versal group U with respect to the standard colorings .fs/s2S of  directed with
respect to c0. Let T be an s-tree wall of .
For each g 2 Gs0, let gT be as in Proposition 2.58. Then ¹gT j g 2 G
s
0º is a
subgroup of U xing the chambers of the s-wing with respect to T containing the
chamber c0. This subgroup acts locally as Gs0 on each s-panel of the tree-wall T.
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Proof. Let g 2 Gs0 and let gT 2 Aut./ be as in Proposition 2.58. We will rst
prove that gT is an element of the universal group U . Let P be a t -panel for some
t 2 S . It is clear that the automorphism gT xes the colorings of the chambers in
P unless t D s.
Assume that t D s. In the case that P is a panel in the s-tree-wall T, we have
fs jgT :P ı gT ı fsjP D g 2 G
s
0. If P 62 T, then this permutation of the colors is the
identity in Gs . Hence gT 2 U .
Next, we prove that gT xes the wing Xs.projT.c0//. Let
c D

s1    sn
˛1    ˛n

be a chamber in Xs.projT.c0//, so that projT.c/ D projT.c0/. If there were an
i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº such that si D s and
s1    si 1
˛1    ˛i 1

and

s1    si
˛1    ˛i

are in T;
then
proj
T
.c/ D

s1    si 1 s
˛1    ˛i 1 ˛i

¤

s1    si 1
˛1    ˛i 1

D proj
T
.c0/;
which is a contradiction; hence there is no such i , and therefore gT xes c by
denition.
By the last statement of Proposition 2.58, the set G D ¹gT j g 2 Gs0º forms a
group. By construction, G acts locally as Gs0 on each s-panel of T. 
We will prove in the following proposition that dierent choices of legal
colorings give rise to conjugate subgroups of Aut./; this will allow us to omit
an explicit reference to the colorings in our notation for the universal groups.
Proposition 3.7 (Properties of U ). Let  be a right-angled building with pre-
scribed thickness .qs/s2S . Let U be the universal group of  with respect to the
nite transitive permutation groups .Gs  Sym.Ys//s2S . Then the following hold.
(1) The subgroup U  Aut./ is independent of the choice of the set of legal
colorings up to conjugacy.
(2) U is a closed subgroup of Aut./.
(3) U is a chamber-transitive subgroup of Aut./.
(4) U is universal for .Gs/s2S , i.e., ifH is a closed chamber-transitive subgroup
of Aut./ for which the local action on each s-panel is permutationally
isomorphic to the group Gs , for all s 2 S , then H is conjugate in Aut./
to a subgroup of U .
(5) If  is locally nite, then U is compactly generated.
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Proof. (1) Let .h1s /s2S and .h
2
s /s2S be distinct sets of legal colorings. We want
to show that the universal groups U 1 and U 2 dened using the legal colorings
.h1s /s2S and .h
2
s /s2S , respectively, are conjugate in Aut./. By Proposition 2.44
we know that there exists g 2 Aut./ such that h2s D h
1
s ı g for all s 2 S . If
a 2 U 2, we know that
h2s ı a ı .h
2
s /
 1 2 Gs () h1s ı g ı a ı g
 1 ı .h1s /
 1 2 Gs; for all s 2 S:
Hence ag 2 U 1 and U 1 and U 2 are conjugate in Aut./.
(2) To prove Statement 2, we will show that Aut./ n U is open. Consider
a 2 Aut./ n U . Then there exists s 2 S , an s-panel Ps and v 2 Ps such that
hs jPs;av ı a ı .hsjPs;v /
 1 62 Gs :
But then the set ¹a0 2 Aut./ j a0jPs;v D ajPs;vº is contained in Aut./ n U and
it is a coset of the stabilizer of Ps;v. Hence Aut./ n U is open.
(3) Next we show that U is a chamber-transitive group. Since  is connected,
it is enough to prove the result for two adjacent chambers. Let v1 and v2 be two
adjacent chambers (vertices) in the building , i.e. there exists an s 2 S such
that v1 and v2 are in the same s-panel P. By Lemma 3.5, the action of U¹Pº on
P is isomorphic to the group Gs. Since Gs is assumed to be transitive, there is
an element in Gs mapping v1 to v2. Hence there is an element g 2 U such that
gv1 D v2. Thus U is a chamber-transitive subgroup of Aut./.
(4) Now we prove that the group U is universal. Let H be a closed chamber-
transitive subgroup of Aut./ for which the local action on each s-panel is per-
mutationally isomorphic to the group Gs , for all s 2 S . We will construct weak
legal colorings .hs/s2S such thatH is a subgroup of U hs , i.e., the universal group
dened using the set of weak legal colorings .hs/s2S .
Let us x c0 2 Ch./ and s 2 S . We choose a bijection h0s WPs;c0 ! Ys such
that
h0s ıH¹Ps;c0 º ı .h
0
s /
 1jPs;c0 D G
s ;
where H¹Ps;c0º is the setwise stabilizer of Ps;c0 in H .
Let T0 D Ts;c0 . For each s-panel P in the s-tree-wall T0 we dene
hs.c/ D h
0
s .projPs;c0 .c//; for every c 2 P:
With this procedure we have colored with a color from Ys all the vertices in
T0. Further, since the chambers of parallel panels are in bijection through the
projection map, we have hs ıH jP ı .hsjP/ 1 D Gs for each panel P of T0:
Assume that the coloring hs is dened in the s-tree-walls of  at tree-wall
distance  n   1 from T0.
Let T be an s-tree-wall at tree-wall distance n from T0. Fix c 2 Ch.T/. Dene
a bijection hns WPs;c ! Ys such that h
n
s ıH¹Ps;cº ı .h
n
s /
 1 D Gs . For all chambers
v 2 Ch.T/, we dene
hs.v/ D h
n
s .projPs;c .v//:
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In this fashion we color all the chambers of the building with the colorings
.hs/s2S . Now we have to prove that hs is a weak legal coloring, for each s 2 S . It
is clear that hs is a coloring since it was dened as a bijection in a panel of each
s-tree-wall and parallel panels in T are in bijection through the projection map.
To prove that hs is a weak legal coloring, letP1 andP2 be s-panels in a common
s-tree-wall T. Let c1 2 P1 and c2 D projP2.c1/. Let c D projP.c1/, where P is
the s-panel of T that was used to dene hs in the recursive process. Then, by
Proposition 2.34, proj
P
.c2/ D c and hence hs.c1/ D hs.c/ D hs.c2/. Thus hs is a
weak legal coloring.
Further, if g 2 H then hs ı g ı .hsjP/ 1 2 Gs for every s-panel P and every
s 2 S , by the construction of the weak legal colorings .hs/s2S . Therefore H is
a subgroup of U hs . Hence U is the largest vertex-transitive closed subgroup of
Aut./ which acts locally as the groups .Gs/s2S .
(5) Finally, we prove that U is compactly generated when  is locally nite.
Let c 2 Ch./. The group Uc is a compact open subgroup of U by the denition
of the permutation topology. Let ¹v1; : : : ; vnº be the set of chambers of adjacent
to c. Since U is chamber-transitive, for each vi , there exists an element gi 2 U
such that givi D c. Let G D ¹g1; : : : ; gnº.
Let g 2 U . We claim that there exists some g0 2 hSi such that g0gc D c. This
is proved by induction on the discrete distance from c to gc. If dist.c; gc/ D 1, this
follows from the denition ofG. Assume that the claim holds if dist.c; gc/  n. If
dist.c; gc/ D nC 1, let  D .c; v; : : : ; gc/ be a minimal gallery from c to gc. We
have dist.c; v/ D 1 therefore there is Ng 2 G such that Ngv D c. As dist.v; gc/ D n
we have dist.c; Nggc/ D n. Hence there exists g 2 hGi such that g Nggc D c and
g Ng 2 hGi. But then g Ngg 2 Uc. So we conclude that the compact subset Uc [G
generates the group U . 
Remark 3.8. As the referee observed, the maximal subgroups with a prescribed
local action from Proposition 3.7(4) could be compared with minimal subgroups
with the same prescribed local action.
More precisely, let U be the universal group for .Gs/s2S (still assumed tran-
sitive) and for each s 2 S , let Gs0 be a point stabilizer in G
s , as before. For each
spherical subset J  S , we dene
PJ WD
Y
s2J
Gs 
Y
s2SnJ
Gs0:
Let B WD P;. Then the groups .PJ /, where J runs over all spherical subsets
of S , form a simple complex of groups. Let M denote the direct limit of this
complex (which is called the amalgamated sum in [18]), and let C denote the
chamber system C.M IBI .Ps/s2S / as in [18]. Then we can apply [18, Section 2.1
and Theorem 1] (see also [9, Theorem 4.2]) to conclude that C is a building
(which must then be isomorphic to), thatM acts chamber-transitively on, and
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that the stabilizers of the spherical J -residues are conjugate to PJ . In particular,
the induced action on each s-panel is permutationally isomorphic to Gs . This
group M is then a minimal subgroup with prescribed local actions .Gs/s2S ; by
Proposition 3.7(4),M is contained in U D U..Gs/s2S /.
When Gs is nite for each s, this group M is a cocompact lattice of the
universal group U .
(We thank Pierre-Emmanuel Caprace for his help in formulating this remark.)
3.3. Extending elements of the universal group. Let be a right-angled build-
ing of type .W; S/ with parameters .qs/s2S . For each s 2 S , let hsWCh./! Ys
be a legal coloring and let Gs  Sym.Ys/ be a transitive permutation group. Con-
sider the universal group U of  with respect to the groups .Gs/s2S .
Denition 3.9. If B is a connected subset of the building  containing c0, and T
is an s-tree-wall of the building such that B is not entirely in one wing of T, we
say that B crosses T. Let c be the projection of c0 on such a tree-wall T. We call
the Weyl distance ı.c; c0/ the distance between c0 and T.
Before proceeding we mention the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.10 ([7, Lemma 5.3]). Let n > 0 be an integer, let C;W be sets and
ıWC n ! W be a map. Let G denote the group of all permutations g 2 Sym.C /
such that ı.g:x1; : : : ; g:xn/ D ı.x1; : : : ; xn/ for all .x1; : : : ; xn/ 2 C n. Let
moreover .Vs/s2S be a collection of groups indexed by a setS , and for all s 2 S , let
's WVs ! G be an injective homomorphism such that for all s ¤ r , the subgroups
'.Vs/ and '.Vr / have disjoint supports. Then there is a unique homomorphism
'W
Y
r2S
Vr  ! G
such that 's ı s D 's for all s 2 S , where s WVs !
Q
r2S Vr is the canonical
inclusion.
Let us now consider, for a xedw 2 W and s 2 S the collection Tw;s of s-tree-
walls at distance w from c0 (note that this collection may be empty). For each
tree-wall T 2 Tw;s we have, by Proposition 3.6, a subgroup H of the universal
group U , acting faithfully and locally like Gs0 on each s-panel of T, and xing the
chambers in the wing of T containing c0.
Note that these subgroups for dierent tree-walls in Tw;s have disjoint supports.
To see this, consider two dierent tree-walls T1 and T2 in Tw;s. The s-wing with
respect to T1 containing c0 contains every s-wing with respect to T2, except the
one containing c0 (which can be seen from the s-tree-wall tree), implying that
the supports are indeed disjoint. Hence we can apply Lemma 3.10 and consider
the action of the product of these subgroups of the universal group (one for each
tree-wall in Tw;s), which we denote with slight abuse of notation by
Q
Tw;s
Gs0.
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Lemma 3.11. Let  be a semi-regular right-angled building of type .W; S/ with
parameters .qs/s2S . Fix a chamber c0 of . Let K be a connected subset of W
(as a Coxeter complex) containing the identity. Let B be the set of chambers c in
Ch./ such that ı.c0; c/ 2 K.
Then² Y
Tw;s
Gs0
³ ˇˇˇ
ˇ s 2 S;w 2 W such that B crosses the tree-walls in Tw;s

is a dense subgroup of Uc0 jB .
Proof. Note that the subgroups
Q
Tw;s
Gs0 x the chamber c0 and stabilize the set
B , so we may consider these to be subgroups of Uc0 jB .
We rst prove the result for nite K by induction on the size of K. If jKj D 1
then K D ¹idº and B D ¹c0º, hence Uc0 jB is trivial.
Assume now by induction hypothesis that the result holds for every K of size
n  N . Let K  W be a connected subset of N C 1 elements containing the
identity. Let w 2 K be such that K n ¹wº is still connected. (This is always
possible, for instance by picking a vertex of valency one in a spanning tree of K.)
Let
K1 D K n ¹wº and A1 D ¹c 2 Ch./ j ı.c0; c/ 2 K1º:
Let g 2 Uc0 jB xing A1 and let c 2 B n A1. Note that B n A1 consists exactly of
those chambers at Weyl distance w from c0.
AsK is connected, we know that there exists aw1 2 K1 which is s-adjacent to
w for some s 2 S . Hence c is s-adjacent to some c1 2 A1. Note that g stabilizes
the s-panel P of c and c1. Let T be the s-tree-wall containing P, and let w2 be its
distance to c0.
If T is already crossed in A1 then A1 contains chambers in the same s-wing of
the tree-wall T as c. So this wing is stabilized, and as the s-panel containing c is
also stabilized, we can conclude that g xes the chamber c.
If T was not crossed by A1 then, as g xes c1, it acts on the s-panel P as
an element of Gs0 (see Lemma 3.5). Repeating this reasoning for each possible
chamber c at Weyl distance w from c0, we conclude that that g is contained inQ
Tw2;s
Gs0 considered as subgroup of Uc0 jB . By the induction hypothesis any
element g1 2 Uc0 jA1 is in the desired conditions, and every element h 2 Uc0 jB
can be written as a product g ı g1 with g and g1 as before. Hence we conclude
that the statement of the lemma holds for K, and hence for every nite K.
IfK is innite then we can approximateK by a sequence .K1; K2; : : : / of nite
connected subsets of K containing the identity, and such that for every n, there is
an N such that Ki agrees with K on the ball of radius n around the identity in W
for every i > N . Let .A1; A2; : : : / be the corresponding sets of chambers in .
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The group Uc0 jB is then the inverse limit of the groups Uc0 jAi , which are each a
quotient of Uc0 jB . As the statement holds for each of these quotients, and the fact
that we take the closure, we conclude that the statement holds for every K, nite
or innite. 
Denition 3.12. Let J  S and R be a residue of type J in . We dene
U.R/ WD ¹g 2 Aut.R/ j .hsjPs;gc / ı g ı .hsjPs;c /
 1 2 Gs ; for all s 2 J
and for all chambers c 2 Ch.R/º:
In particular, U D U./.
Lemma 3.13. LetR be a J -residue containing c0 for some J  S . With the same
notation as above, Uc0 jCh.R/ and Uc0.R/ acting on Ch.R/ are permutationally
isomorphic.
Proof. We consider both groups as subgroups of the symmetric group acting on
Ch.R/.
We observe that Ch.R/ corresponds to the set of chambers at distance w for
some w 2 WJ , the parabolic subgroup ofW with set of generators J  S . AsWJ
is a connected subset of W (as Coxeter complex), we can apply Lemma 3.11 and
obtain that Uc0./jCh.R/ is the closure of its subgroup generated by the groupsQ
Tw;s
Gs0 (regarded as subgroups of Sym.Ch.R//) such that w 2 WJ and s 2 J .
On the other hand, the residue R is, in its own right, a right-angled building of
type .WJ ; J /, to which we may apply the same Lemma 3.11, yielding that Uc0.R/
is the closure of the subgroup generated by the same
Q
Tw;s
Gs0 where w 2 WJ
and s 2 J .
We therefore conclude that Uc0 jCh.R/ and Uc0.R/ have the same action on
Ch.R/. 
Lemma 3.14. Let R be a J -residue of , then the groups U./jCh.R/ and U.R/
acting on Ch.R/ are permutationally isomorphic.
Proof. It is clear that U./jCh.R/  U.R/. Let g be an arbitrary element of U.R/
and let c0 a chamber in R. We want to prove that there exists a g0 in the stabilizer
of R in U./ with the same action as g on Ch.R/.
As U./ is chamber-transitive there exists an h 2 U./ such that h:c0 D g:c0.
Note that h necessarily stabilizes the residue R. The automorphism h 1 ı g xes
the chamber c0, hence we may apply Lemma 3.13 and conclude that there exists an
element g0 with the same action as h 1 ıg on Ch.R/. This yields that g0 WD hıg0
has the same action as g on Ch.R/, proving the lemma. 
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Another way to state Lemma 3.14 is as follows.
Proposition 3.15. Let J  S and R be a residue of type J in . Let g 2 U.R/.
Then g extends to an element Qg 2 U .
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.14. 
3.4. Subgroups of U with support on a single wing. The wings of tree-walls
(see Denition 2.31) are the analogues of half-trees in trees in the more general
setting of right-angled buildings. Subgroups of the universal group U which have
support on a single wing will play a crucial role in what follows. Concretely, for
s 2 S and c 2 Ch./, let
Vs.c/ D ¹g 2 U j g:v D v for all v 62 Xs.c/º:
The subgroup Vs.c/ xes the chamber c and stabilizes its s-panel. In [7, Sec-
tion 5] similar subgroups are dened in the whole group of type preserving auto-
morphisms of a right-angled building.
The next few results demonstrate the importance of these subgroups of the
universal group. In particular, the following proposition generalizes the well
known independence property for groups acting on trees. (To be precise, it is
a slight variation of the independence property, since an s-tree-wall in a tree
corresponds to a star around a vertex in the tree.)
Proposition 3.16. Let c 2 Ch./ and s 2 S . Let T be the s-tree-wall of c. Then
FixU .T/ D
Y
d2Ps;c
Vs.d/:
Proof. We start by showing that
Q
d2Ps;c
Vs.d/ is a subgroup of the xator
FixU .T/. Let d 2 Ps;c . Given x 2 Ch.T/, we deduce from Lemma 2.33 that
Vs.d/ xes all chambers of s-panel Ps;x dierent from the projection of d to that
panel. Hence Vs.d/ xes Ps;x. This proves that Vs.d/ is contained in FixU .T/.
As the supports of each of the the subgroups Vs.d/ are disjoint, we can apply
Lemma 3.10 and consider
Q
d2Ps;c
Vs.d/ as a subgroup of the universal group
and FixU .T/ in particular.
In order to show the other inclusion, pick an element g 2 FixU .T/. Let d be
an arbitrary chamber in the s-panel Ps;c . Consider the permutation gd of Ch./
dened as
gd WCh./  ! Ch./; x 7 !
´
g:x if x 2 Xs.d/;
x otherwise.
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By the proof of Proposition 5.2 in [7] we know that gd is a type preserving
automorphism of . Clearly gd xes the tree-wall T, therefore it preserves
projections to the s-panels in the tree-wall. Hence it also preserves the s-wings
with respect to the s-panel of c. Now we have to show that it is an element of the
universal group, i.e., we have to prove that
ht ı gd ı .ht jPt;x/
 1 2 Gt ; for all t 2 S; x 2 Ch./:
We observe that for any panel P not in the tree-wall T, P is not parallel to Ps;c.
Hence projPs;c.P/ is a chamber by Lemma 2.20. Therefore either Ch.P/  Xs.d/
or Ch.P/  Ch./ nXs.d/.
LetP be a t -panel for some t 2 S . IfP is in the tree-wall T or in one of its wings
dierent fromXs.d/, then P is xed by gd so the permutation ht ıgd ı.ht jP/ 1 is
the identity, therefore it is in Gt . If P 2 Xs.d/ then gd :x D g:x for all v 2 Ch.P/,
so gd is in the universal group as g is.
We conclude that gd is an element of FixU .R/ and by construction also of
Vs.d/. Moreover, the tuple .gd /d2Ps;c , which is an element of
Q
d2Ps;c
Vs.d/,
coincides with g. Therefore g 2
Q
d2Ps;c
Vs.d/. 
Lemma 3.17. Let s 2 S and c1; c2 be two s-adjacent chambers in an s-panel P.
Let g 2 U , and let s1    sn be a reduced representation of ı.c2; g:c1/. Assume that
(1) there exists an i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº such that jsi sj D 1, and
(2) projP.g:c1/ D c2 and projPs;g:c1 .c2/ D g:c1.
Then for each h 2
Q
d2Ch.P/n¹c1;c2º Vs.d/, there exists an x 2 U such that
h D Œx; g D xgx 1g 1:
Proof. Let V0 D
Q
d2Ch.P/n¹c1;c2º Vs.d/. We know that V0 is subgroup of U . For
each n > 0 let
Pn D g
n.P/;
cn1 D g
n.c1/; c
n
2 D g
n.c2/;
and
Vn D g
nV0g
 n:
For each n  0 the support of Vn is contained in
S
d2Ch.Pn/n¹cn1 ;c
n
2
ºXs.d/. Given
d 2 Ch.Pn/ n ¹cn1 ; c
n
2 º and m > n we have
d 2 Xs.c
m
1 / and c
m
1 62 Xs.d/
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because proj
P
.g:c1/ D c2 and projs;g:c1.c2/ D g:c1. ThusXs.d/  Xs.c
m
1 / by [7,
Lemma 3.4]. Similarly, Xs.e/  Xs.cn2 / for e 2 Ch.Pm/ n ¹c
m
1 ; c
m
2 º. This implies
that the sets [
d2Ch.Pn/n¹cn1 ;c
n
2
º
Xs.d/ and
[
d2Ch.Pm/n¹cm1 ;c
m
2
º
Xs.d/
are disjoint. This means that, for m > n  0, Vm and Vn have disjoint support.
Lemma 3.10 now implies that the direct product V D
Q
n0 Vn is a subgroup ofU .
Moreover gVng 1 D VnC1.
Given h 2 V0, let xn D gnhg n. Then the tuple x D .xn/n0 is an element
of the product V  U and so is the commutator Œx; g. We observe that the
commutator Œx; g xes cn1 and c
n
2 for all n  0.
Furthermore, denoting by yn the n-th component of an element y 2 V
according to the decomposition V D
Q
n0 Vn we have Œx; gn D xn.gx
 1g 1/n
for all n  0. Hence Œx; g0 D h and Œx; gn D xngx 1n 1g
 1 D xnx
 1
n D 1.
Therefore Œx; g D h, which proves the lemma. 
3.5. Normal subgroups of the universal group. We are now in a position to
study the normal subgroups of the universal group. For this we need the notion of
an s-hyperbolic element.
Denition 3.18. For every s 2 S , any automorphism of the right-angled building
 also induces an automorphism of the s-tree-wall tree s (cf. Denition 2.38).
As the universal group U acts chamber-transitively on, it has an edge-transitive
type-preserving action on this tree s.
Type preserving automorphisms of trees can act in two dierent ways. An
action is either elliptic, meaning the automorphism xes some vertex of the tree,
or it is hyperbolic, when the automorphism does not x any vertex; in this case,
the vertices with minimal displacement form an embedded bi-innite line graph
A.g/ in s translated by g, called the axis of g. We say that an element g 2 U is
s-hyperbolic if it induces a hyperbolic action on the s-tree-wall tree.
Lemma 3.19. If the right-angled building  is irreducible, then its universal
group U acts faithfully on the s-tree-wall tree s , for all s 2 S .
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that some non-trivial group element
g 2 U acts trivially on s for some s 2 S . This implies that g stabilizes every
s-tree-wall and every residue of type S n ¹sº in the building . The residues
of types s?, which are the non-trivial intersections of these two, are hence also
stabilized. As g is non-trivial, there exist distinct chambers c1 and c2 of  such
that g:c1 D c2. These chambers have to be contained in a common residue R of
type s?.
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Let s1    sn be a reduced word representing the Weyl distance between c1 and
c2. For each i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº, let i be a shortest path in the Coxeter diagram †
between si and an element t 2 S such that jst j D 1. Both the elements t and the
paths exist because we are assuming † to be connected.
Let j be such a path of minimal length between si and t (minimized over all
possible i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº and elements t ). Denote j D .r1; : : : ; rk/, with r1 D sj
and rk D t with jt sj D 1. We observe that jririC1j D 1 for all i by denition
of a path in †. Moreover, ri 2 s? n ¹s1; : : : ; snº for all i 2 ¹2; : : : ; k   1º since j
was chosen as a shortest path of minimal length. Therefore
w1 D rk 1    r2s1    snr2    rk 1 and w2 D t rk 1    r2s1    snr2    rk 1t
are reduced words inMS .
Pick a chamber d1 at Weyl distance r2    rk 1 from c1 and let d2 D g:d1.
Observe that the word w1 represents the Weyl distance from d1 to d2. Hence d1
and d2 also in R and therefore in the same s-tree-wall T.
Let P1 andP2 be the t -residues of d1 and d2, respectively. These panels are not
contained in R as jt sj D 1. So, if d 01 2 Ch.P1/ n ¹d1º, then the s-tree-wall T1 of
d 01 is distinct from T. Let d
0
2 D g:d
0
1 2 Ch.P2/n¹d2º. Analogously, the s-tree-wall
T2 of d 02 does not coincide with T. Moreover w2 is a reduced representation of the
Weyl distance between d 01 and d
0
2. This implies that T1 and T2 are distinct. As g
maps d 01 to d
0
2, it maps T1 to T2. We have hence arrived at a contradiction as g
should have stabilized T1, from which we conclude that the action is faithful. 
Lemma 3.20. Assume that  is thick. Then every non-trivial normal subgroup
of U contains an s-hyperbolic element, for every s 2 S .
Proof. Let s 2 S and N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of U . Assume that N
does not contain any s-hyperbolic element. By [17, Proposition 3.4] we know that
either N xes some vertex or it xes an end of the tree s .
First assume that N xes some vertex. This implies, since N is normal in
the type-preserving edge-transitive group U , that N xes all vertices of the same
type of this vertex. Therefore it xes every vertex of the tree s and hence, by
Lemma 3.19, it contradicts the non-triviality of N .
Next assume that N xes an end of the tree. Again using normality and edge-
transitivity (and the fact that the tree s contains vertices of valency at least three),
we obtain thatN xes at least three ends ofs . Since three ends of a tree determine
a unique vertexwe get thatN has a global xed point, a possibility already handled
in the previous paragraph.
We conclude that for every s 2 S , the normal subgroup N contains an
s-hyperbolic element. 
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Proposition 3.21. Assume that  is thick and of irreducible type. Let s 2 S
and T be an s-tree-wall. Then any non-trivial normal subgroup N of U contains
FixU .T/.
Proof. Let g 2 N be an s-hyperbolic element, which exists by Lemma 3.20. Let
T be an s-tree-wall for which the corresponding vertex of s lies on the axis A.g/.
Let P be an s-panel of T, P1 D g:P and T1 D g:T (so P1 2 T1). We note that T
and T1 are distinct since g is s-hyperbolic.
Let ¹cº D proj
P
.P1/ and ¹c1º D projP1.P/. We claim that g:c ¤ c1. Assume
by way of contradiction that g:c D c1. Then the residue R D RSn¹sº;c is mapped
to R1 D RSn¹sº;c1 , both corresponding to vertices of s . Both of these residues
belong to the wings Xs.c/ andXs.c1/ implying that dist.R;R1/ (as vertices of s)
is strictly smaller than dist.T;T1/. This a contradiction to the fact that T 2 A.g/.
Hence g:c ¤ c1.
Let c0 D g 1:c1. Applying Lemma 3.17 to c and c0 yields thatY
d2Ch.P/n¹c;c0º
Vs.d/  N:
As P is thick, we can pick a chamber c2 in P n ¹c; c0º. As Gs is transitive,
Lemma 3.5 implies that there exists a g1 2 U such that g1:c2 D c. We observe
that g 11 ı Vs.c2/ ı g1 D Vs.g1:c2/ D Vs.c/, hence Vs.c/  N . Analogously one
proves that Vs.c0/  N . We therefore obtain thatY
d2Ch.P/
Vs.d/  N
and, by Proposition 3.16, that FixU .T/  N .
Since U is chamber-transitive, there exists, for each tree-wall T0, an element
h 2 U mapping T to T0. Hence h 1 ı FixU .T/ ı h D FixU .T0/  N . 
3.6. Simplicity of the universal group. In this section we prove the simplicity
of the universal group provided that the following two conditions are satised.
(IR) The right-angled building is thick, irreducible, and has rank  2.
(ST) For each s 2 S , the group Gs is transitive and generated by its point
stabilizers.
Remark 3.22. We observe that if we make the stronger assumption that the local
action of the universal group is given by 2-transitive groups, i.e. if each group
Gs  Sym.Ys/ is assumed to be 2-transitive, then we can use similar arguments
to the ones in [7, Proposition 6.1] to show that the action ofU on Ch./ is strongly
transitive and to prove simplicity in that manner.
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The second condition (ST) is necessary, as is clear from the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 3.23. LetUC be the subgroup ofU generated by chamber stabilizers.
Then U D UC if and only if for every s 2 S the group Gs is transitive and
generated by point stabilizers.
Proof. Notice that, in the denition of U , we already assume the groups Gs to
be transitive. Assume rst that U D UC. Fix an element s 2 S ; we will show
that Gs is generated by its point stabilizers. Let .Gs/C denote the subgroup of Gs
generated by the point stabilizers .Gs˛/˛2Ys .
For any s-panel P and any g; h 2 U , we dene
.g;P/ WD hsjg:P ı g ı .hsjP/
 1; (3.1)
which is an element ofGs by the very denition of the universal groupU . Observe
that
.gh;P/ D .g; h:P/ ı .h;P/ (3.2)
for all g; h 2 U .
We rst claim that if g 2 Uc for some chamber c 2 Ch./, then
.g;P/ 2 .Gs/C (3.3)
for all s-panels P of . We will prove this claim by induction on the distance
dist.c;P/ WD min¹dist.c; d/ j d 2 Ch.P/º. If dist.c;P/ D 0, then g stabilizes P
since g xes c, hence .g;P/ 2 Gs
hs.c/
 .Gs/C.
Assume now that the claim is true whenever dist.c;P/  n and let P be
a panel at distance n C 1 from c. Then there is an s-panel P1 at distance n
from c such that there are chambers d 2 Ch.P/ and d1 2 Ch.P1/ that are
t -adjacent for some t ¤ s. Then hs.d/ D hs.d1/; denote this value by ˛ 2 Ys.
Similarly, g:d and g:d1 are t -adjacent, hence hs.g:d/ D hs.g:d1/. By (3.1), this
implies .g;P1/.˛/ D .g;P/.˛/. We conclude that .g;P/ D .g;P1/g˛ for
some g˛ 2 Gs˛. By our induction hypothesis, .g;P1/ 2 .G
s/C, and therefore
.g;P/ 2 .Gs/C, which proves the claim (3.3).
Now let g 2 Gs be arbitrary. Choose an arbitrary s-panel P. By Lemma 3.5,
the action of U j¹Pº on P is permutationally isomorphic to Gs , so in particular, we
can nd an element u 2 U j¹Pº such that its local action on P is given by g, i.e.,
g D .u;P/. Since U D UC, we can write u as a product uc1   ucn , where
each uci xes a chamber ci . Then g D .u;P/ D .uc1   ucn ;P/. It now
follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that g 2 .Gs/C, so Gs is indeed generated by its
point stabilizers.
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Conversely, assume that for each s 2 S , the group Gs is generated by point
stabilizers. Let s 2 S and P be an s-panel. Then, as U j¹Pº is permutationally
isomorphic to Gs, if g 2 U j¹Pº for some s-panel P, then hs ı g ı .hs/ 1jP D
g˛1   g˛n , where g˛i xes the color ˛i . Lift the elements g˛1 ; : : : ; g˛n 1 to
elements gc1 ; : : : ; gcn 1 2 U arbitrarily, and then dene gcn 2 U such that
g D gc1   gcn . Then each gci xes the corresponding chamber ci 2 P of color
˛i , and hence g 2 UC. As Gs is transitive, UC contains elements of U mapping
one chamber to any other s-adjacent chamber. Since this is true for any s 2 S ,
the subgroup UC is chamber-transitive. Since in addition UC contains the full
chamber stabilizers in U , we conclude that UC is indeed all of U . 
Proposition 3.24. Let be a right-angled building satisfying (IR) and (ST). Let
N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of U . Then for each panel P of , we have
N \ StabU .P/ ¤ 1.
Proof. Let s 2 S and P be an s-panel of . Let g 2 Gs0 be a non-trivial element.
Then g induces a non-trivial permutation of Ch.P/ xing some c0 2 Ch.P/. By
Proposition 3.6, we can nd a corresponding element Qg 2 U stabilizing P, acting
locally as g on P, and xing the chambers in the s-wing Xs.c0/.
Let t 2 S be such that jt sj D 1 (such an element always exists because  is
irreducible). Let T be the t -tree-wall of c0. Then Ch.T/  Xs.c0/. Therefore Qg
xes T, i.e., Qg 2 FixU .T/. Hence Qg 2 N by Proposition 3.21. We conclude that
N \ StabU .P/ is non-trivial. 
We are now ready to prove the main result.
Theorem 3.25. Let be a thick right-angled building of irreducible type .W; S/
with prescribed thickness .qs/s2S and rank at least 2. For each s 2 S , let
hs WCh./ ! Ys be a legal s-coloring and Gs  Sym.Ys/ be a transitive group
generated by point stabilizers.
Then the universal group U of  with respect to the groups .Gs/s2S is simple.
Proof. We rst observe that by Proposition 3.23, U coincides with UC. We will
prove the simplicity by induction on the rank of .
If has rank 2 then the simplicity of UC D U follows from [17, Theorem 4.5]
since by denition U is the universal group of a biregular tree and it has Tits’
independence property.
Now assume that the rank of  is at least three, and that we have proven
simplicity for lower rank. LetN be a non-trivial normal subgroup of the universal
group U . It suces to show that N contains the chamber stabilizer Uc of c in U ,
for each chamber c 2 Ch./. Let c 2 Ch./. We will show that the stabilizers
Nc and Uc coincide.
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Pick a generator s 2 S such that S n ¹sº is irreducible. (Note that this is always
possible, by picking s to be a leaf of a spanning tree of the unlabeled Coxeter
diagram.) Let R be the S n ¹sº-residue of  containing c. This residue is a right-
angled building on its own of irreducible type and of rank at least two.
Claim 1. N contains the xator FixU .R/ of R in U .
Let r be an element of S not commuting with s (which is always possible by
the irreducibility of the Coxeter system). The set ¹rº[r? is a subset of S n¹sº and
therefore the residue R contains a residue of type ¹rº[ r?, which forms an r-tree-
wall T. The normal subgroupN contains the xator FixU .T/ by Proposition 3.21,
hence it also contains its subgroup FixU .R/.
Claim 2. The stabilizer StabN .R/ maps surjectively onto U.R/.
Weobserve that the image ofN\StabU .R/ inU.R/ (Š StabU .R/=FixU .R/) is
non-trivial since StabU .P/StabU .R/ for any panel P in R andN \StabU .P/¤1
by Proposition 3.24.
By induction on the rank we know that that U.R/ is simple. By Proposi-
tion 3.15, the natural homomorphism from StabU .R/ to U.R/ is surjective; it fol-
lows that its restriction to N \ StabU .R/ is still surjective. We then conclude that
StabN .R/ maps surjectively onto U.R/.
The chamber stabilizers Nc and Uc also stabilize the residue R, hence we may
consider their image in the universal group U.R/. By Claim 2, the images of
Nc and Uc in U.R/ are both equal to the entire group U.R/. The kernels of the
maps fromNc andUc to U.R/ are the xators FixN .R/ and FixU .R/, respectively,
which also coincide by Claim 1. We conclude that Uc and Nc are equal for all c,
hence N contains all chamber stabilizers Uc and thus coincides with U , proving
the simplicity. 
Remark 3.26. As the referee pointed out, it makes sense to put this simplic-
ity result in perspective with the theory of groups acting on CAT(0) cube com-
plexes. There are indeed various ways to construct geometric realizations of non-
2-spherical buildings that are CAT(0) cube complexes. One particularly interest-
ing approach in the case of right-angled buildings is to view the building as a
“space with walls” as in [14]. In this setup, natural candidates for such walls are
provided by the partitions of the chamber set into a wing and its complement.
In [13, Proposition A.2], it is shown that the groupGC generated by the xators
of half-spaces is a simple group. Notice, however, that this result does not imply
our simplicity result, precisely because showing that GC D G would require
a similar amount of work (and probably a similar strategy) as in our proof of
Theorem 3.25. (We thank Pierre-Emmanuel Caprace for his help in formulating
this remark.)
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4. Maximal compact open subgroups of U
The universal group of a locally nite semi-regular right-angled building is a
locally compact group. Crucial in understanding such a group is to understand
its compact subgroups. This is the aim of this section.
Let .W; S/ be a right-angled Coxeter system with Coxeter diagram †. Let
.qs/s2S be a set of natural numbers with qs  3 and let Ys D ¹1; : : : ; qsº. Consider
the locally nite thick semi-regular right-angled building  of type .W; S/ with
prescribed thickness .qs/s2S . Fix a base chamber c0 2 Ch./. For each s 2 S ,
let hsWCh./ ! Ys be a directed legal s-coloring with respect to c0 and let
Gs  Sym.Ys/ be a transitive permutation group. Consider the universal group
U of  with respect to the groups .Gs/s2S .
Lemma 4.1. Let R be a spherical residue of . Then the setwise stabilizer UR of
R in U is compact.
Proof. By [22, Lemma 1], each chamber stabilizer is compact. Since  is locally
nite, each spherical residue of  is nite. The result follows. 
Proposition 4.2. The maximal compact open subgroups of U are exactly the
stabilizers of maximal spherical residues of .
Proof. LetH be a compact open subgroup of U . By Lemma 4.1 it is sucient to
show that H is contained in the stabilizer of a spherical residue of .
SinceH is compact, the orbits ofH on Ch./ are nite. In particular, H acts
(type-preservingly) on any s-tree-wall tree with nite orbits; therefore, it xes a
vertex in each s-tree-wall tree. Such a vertex corresponds to a residue R of ,
which is, in its own right, a right-angled building. Therefore H  StabU .R/.
As the orbits of action of H on Ch.R/ are still nite, we can repeat the above
procedure and obtain a residueR0 of smaller rank thanR such thatH  StabU .R0/.
We can continue this procedure until there are no non-trivial tree-wall trees left,
which happens exactly when the right-angled building is spherical.
We conclude thatH is indeed contained in the stabilizer of a spherical residue.

The chamber stabilizers Uc0 (as well as the maximal compact subgroups of
which they are nite index subgroups) are totally disconnected compact groups,
and are therefore pronite (see [21, Corollary 1.2.4]), i.e., they are a projective
limit of nite groups. We will make this inverse limit of nite groups explicit for
the subgroups Uc0 and we will describe the structure of these nite groups.
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4.1. A description of Uc0 as iterated semidirect products. Let Uc0 jB.c0;n/ be
the induced action of Uc0 on the n-ball B.c0; n/, that is,
Uc0 jB.c0;n/ D Uc0=FixUc0 .B.c0; n//:
(Recall that B.c0; n/ is the set of chambers of  at gallery distance smaller than
or equal to n, as in Denition 1.3.)
The restriction of the action of Uc0 jB.c0;nC1/ to B.c0; n/ maps Uc0 jB.c0;nC1/ to
Uc0 jB.c0;n/ and this restriction is onto. Therefore
Uc0 D lim  
n
Uc0 jB.c0;n/ D lim  
n
Uc0 jS.c0;n/; (4.1)
where the last equality follows because there is a unique path of each type between
any two chambers of  and we are considering type-preserving automorphisms
only.
We will make the extension of the action of Uc0 jB.c0;n/ to B.c0; nC 1/ explicit
following the strategy described in [11, Section 9].
Denition 4.3. (1) For any w 2 W , let
L.w/ D ¹s 2 S j l.ws/ < l.w/º; (4.2)
that is, the set of generators which added to a reduced representation for w do not
form a new reducedword. LetW.n/ denote the set of elementsw 2 W of length n.
Dene
W1.n/ D ¹w 2 W.n/ j jL.w/j D 1º;
W2.n/ D ¹w 2 W.n/ j jL.w/j  2º:
Observe that if w 2 W1.n/, then the last letter of w is independent of the choice
of the reduced representation for w. We will write this last letter as rw ; then
L.w/ D ¹rwº.
(2) Let n  1 and let A.n/ D S.c0; n/ be the n-sphere around c0. We will
create a partition of A.n/ by dening, for each i 2 ¹1; 2º,
Ai .n/ D ¹c 2 A.n/ j ı.c0; c/ 2 Wi .n/º: (4.3)
We observe that if two chambers c1 and c2 in A.n/ are s-adjacent for some
s 2 S , then there is a unique chamber c in their s-panel that is in A.n   1/. Thus
ı.c0; c1/ D ı.c0; c/s D ı.c0; c2/ and hence c1 and c2 are in the same part Ai.n/.
Therefore A1.n/ and A2.n/ are mutually disconnected parts of A.n/.
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(a) ci 2 A1.n/: for all t ¤ s, l.wt/ > l.w/.
(b) ci 2 A2.n/: for some t ¤ s, l.wt/ < l.w/.
Figure 2. Partition of A.n/.
We will extend the action of Uc0 jB.c0;n/ to B.c0; n C 1/ by considering the
extension to A1.nC 1/ and to A2.nC 1/ separately. Let
Cn D ¹c 2 B.c0; n/ j c
s
 c0 for some c0 2 A1.nC 1/ and some s 2 Sº;
and for each c 2 Cn, let
Sc D ¹s 2 S j c
s
 c0 for some c0 2 A1.nC 1/º:
Now consider the set of pairs
Zn D ¹.c; s/ j c 2 Cn and s 2 Scº:
Equivalently,
Zn D ¹.c; s/ 2 A.n/  S j ı.c0; c/s 2 W1.nC 1/º: (4.4)
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For each element z D .c; s/ 2 Zn, let Pz be the s-panel containing c and let
Gz D G
s
0, where G
s
0 is the stabilizer of the element 1 2 Ys in G
s .
Lemma 4.4. Let E WD B.c0; n/ [ A1.nC 1/. For each element z D .c; s/ 2 Zn,
there is a subgroupUz  Uc0 jE acting trivially onE nPz and acting asGz on Pz .
In particular, Uz xes B.c0; n/.
Proof. Let z D .c; s/ 2 Zn, and consider the s-panel P D Pz . Notice that
c D proj
P
.c0/. Since hs is a directed legal coloring, we know that hs.c/ D 1
and that, for any g 2 Uc0 jB.c0;n/, also hs.g.c// D 1 because g is a type preserving
automorphism.
For each a 2 Gs0, we consider the induced automorphism of P given by
aP D .hsjP/
 1 ı a ı hsjP 2 Aut.P/. By Lemma 3.6 we know that there exists
an element QaP 2 U acting locally as aP on the panel P and xing the s-wing
Xs.c/. In particular, QaP 2 Uc0 .
We claim that QaP xes each chamber d 2 E n Ch.P/. We start by showing
that proj
P
.d/ D c. Indeed, if proj
P
.d/ D c2 2 S.c0; nC 1/, then by Lemma 2.15
there would exist c3 2 S.c0; n/ such that c2 is t -adjacent to c3 with st D t s,
contradicting the fact that c2 2 A1.nC1/. Therefore projP.d/ D c. It follows that
d 2 Xs.c/, and hence QaP xes d , proving our claim. In particular, the restriction
of QaP to E is independent of the choice of the extension QaP; denote this element
of Uc0 jE by OaP. Then
Uz WD ¹ OaP j a 2 G
s
0º
is a subgroup of Uc0 jE isomorphic to G
s
0, xing every chamber outside Ch.P/ \
A1.nC 1/. 
Proposition 4.5. The group Uc0 jB.c0;n/[A1.nC1/ is isomorphic toY
z2Zn
Gz

Ì Uc0 jB.c0;n/;
where the action of Uc0 jB.c0;n/ on
Q
z2Zn
Gz is given by permuting the entries of
the direct product according to the action of Uc0 jB.c0;n/ on Cn  B.c0; n/.
Proof. Let E D B.c0; n/ [ A1.n C 1/ as in Lemma 4.4 and consider, for each
z 2 Zn, the subgroup Uz  Uc0 jE . Then the subgroups Uz for dierent z 2 Zn
all have disjoint support, and hence form a direct product
D WD
Y
z2Zn
Uz  Uc0 jE :
Moreover, D xes B.c0; n/.
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On the other hand, it is clear that each element g 2 Uc0 jB.c0;n/ can be uniquely
extended to an element Qg 2 Uc0 jE in such a way that for each z 2 Zn, the induced
map from Pz to Pg:z preserves the s-coloring, i.e., induces the identity of Gs. Let
F WD ¹ Qg j g 2 Uc0 jB.c0;n/º  Uc0 jE :
Then indeed Uc0 jE D D Ì F , and the conjugation action of F on D is given by
permuting the entries of the direct product according to the action of Uc0 jB.c0;n/
on Cn  B.c0; n/. 
Proposition 4.6. Each element of the group Uc0 jB.c0;n/ extends uniquely to
B.c0; n/ [ A2.nC 1/. In particular, Uc0 jB.c0;n/[A2.nC1/ Š Uc0 jB.c0;n/.
Proof. Let c 2 A2.nC 1/ and let w be a reduced representation of ı.c0; c/. Since
jL.w/j  2, we can choose s; t 2 L.w/ with s ¤ t . Consider the chambers
cs D projPs;c.c0/ and ct D projPt;c .c0/ in B.c0; n/. Observe that c is the unique
chamber of A2.n C 1/ that is s-adjacent to cs and t -adjacent to ct : if d were
another such chamber, then c and d would be both s-adjacent and t -adjacent,
which is impossible. In particular, for any g 2 Uc0 , the restriction of g to
B.c0; n/ [ A2.n C 1/ is already determined by the restriction of g to B.c0; n/,
and the result follows. 
As the sets A1.n C 1/ and A2.n C 1/ are mutually disconnected, we can
combine the two previous results to obtain an extension of the action of Uc0 jB.c0;n/
to B.c0; nC 1/ and a description of the groups Uc0 jB.c0;n/.
Theorem 4.7. For each n, we have
Uc0 jB.c0;nC1/ Š
Y
z2Zn
Gz

Ì Uc0 jB.c0;n/; (4.5)
where the conjugation action ofUc0 jB.c0;n/ on
Q
z2Zn
Gz is given by permuting the
entries of the direct product according to the action ofUc0 jB.c0;n/ onCn  B.c0; n/.
Moreover,
Uc0 Š lim  
n
Uc0 jB.c0;n/:
Proof. This is now an immediate consequence of Propositions 4.5 and 4.6. 
Remark 4.8. The semidirect product occurring in Theorem 4.7 is almost a (com-
plete) wreath product; the only dierence is that the groups Gz might be distinct
for each orbit of the action ofUc0 jB.c0;n/ onZn. On the other hand, seeRemark 4.17
below.
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Remark 4.9. Theorem 4.7 gives a procedure to construct the group Uc0 recur-
sively, together with its action on the directed right-angled building . Indeed,
given the group Un D Uc0 jB.c0;n/ acting on B.c0; n/, we can dene a group UnC1
as in (4.5), and endow it with a faithful action on B.c0; nC 1/ precisely by extend-
ing the action of B.c0; n/ following the description given in the proofs of Theo-
rems 4.5 and 4.6. In particular, the group
Q
z2Zn
Gz acts trivially on B.c0; n/ and
on A2.nC 1/, and acts naturally on A1.nC 1/ via the isomorphisms Gz Š Uz .
4.2. A description of thew-sphere stabilizers as generalizedwreath products.
It might be desirable to have a more direct description of the stabilizer of a w-
sphere for a specic w 2 W , where a w-sphere is a subset of Ch./ of the form
S.c0; w/ D ¹v 2 Ch./ j ı.c0; v/ D wº;
where ı is the Weyl distance. It turns out that this is indeed possible, using the
generalized wreath products described in Section 1.3. Notice that, by Example 1.7,
the group Uc0 jS.c0;n/ is a subdirect product of the groups Uc0 jS.c0;w/ running over
all w 2 W with l.w/ D n; this gives another point of view on the structure of the
group Uc0 .
Denition 4.10. Let w D s1    sn 1sn be a reduced word in MS and write
w0 D s1    sn 1. Consider the associated partially ordered set .Sw ;w/ as in
Denition 2.6. For each i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº, let Xi D ¹2; : : : ; qsi º. We dene
Xw D ¹.˛1; : : : ; ˛n/ j ˛i 2 Xi º:
By the denition of a directed right-angled building, the chambers in thew-sphere
S.c0; w/ are indexed by the elements ofXw . Moreover, every element ofUc0 jS.c0;w/
induces an element of Uc0 jS.c0;w 0/ by restricting the elements of Xw to their rst
n   1 coordinates. Let
Dw D ¹g 2 Uc0 jS.c0;w/ j g xes S.c0; w
0/º:
Notice that Dw depends on the word w inMS : dierent reduced representations
w1; w2 for a given element ofW might have dierent associated groupsDw1; Dw2.
Proposition 4.11. Let w D s1    sn 1sn be a reduced word inMS .
(1) The groupUc0jS.c0;w/ is permutationally isomorphic to the generalizedwreath
product G D Xw–WRi2SwG
si
0 with respect to the partial order w .
(2) Under this isomorphism, the subgroupDw  Uc0 jS.c0;w/ corresponds to the
subgroupD.n/  G from Denition 1.10.
(3) If we write w0 D s1    sn 1, then Uc0 jS.c0;w/ Š Dw Ì Uc0 jS.c0;w 0/.
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Proof. Wewill identify S.c0; w/ andXw , i.e., we will view bothUc0 jS.c0;w/ andG
as subgroups of Sym.Xw/, and we will show by induction on n D l.w/ that they
are equal. Notice that if n D 1, then these two groups coincide by denition;
hence we may assume that n  2.
Letw1; w2; : : : ; wn be the sequence of elements inW represented by the words
s1; s1s2; : : : ; s1s2    sn, respectively, and let K WD ¹1W ; w1; w2; : : : ; wnº. As K is
a (nite) connected subset ofW containing the identity, we can apply Lemma 3.11
and obtain a set of generators for Uc0 jS.c0;w/, with an explicit description as in
Propositions 2.58 and 3.6. Each of these generators (acting on Xw ) belongs to the
generalized wreath product G, hence Uc0 jS.c0;w/  G.
Now consider Sw 0 D ¹1; : : : ; n   1º with the partial order w 0 , let Xw 0 D
¹.˛1; : : : ; ˛n 1/ j ˛i 2 Xiº and let G0 D Xw 0–WRi2S 0
w0
G
si
0 . By the induction
hypothesis, we have G0 D Uc0 jS.c0;w 0/ as subgroups of Sym.Xw 0/.
Observe that ¹nº is an ideal of Sw ; Lemma 1.13 now implies that
G D D.n/ ÌH; (4.6)
where H is a subgroup of G isomorphic to G0. Comparing Denition 1.10 and
Denition 4.10, we see that D.n/ D Dw , and of courseDw  Uc0 jS.c0;w/. On the
other hand, the embedding ofG0 intoG as in Lemma 1.13. corresponds precisely to
the embedding of Uc0 jS.c0;w 0/ into Uc0 jS.c0;w/ obtained by extending each element
trivially on the last coordinate of Xw , hence H  Uc0 jS.c0;w/. We conclude that
G  Uc0 jS.c0;w/, and hence we have equality. The last statement now follows
from (4.6). 
Remark 4.12. The generalized wreath product in Proposition 4.11 is closely re-
lated to intersections of standard (i.e., complete) wreath products. The partial or-
der used to constructG D Xw–WRi2SwG
si
0 uses only the structure of the Coxeter
diagram† and the distinct representations of a reduced wordw. For each reduced
word w D s1    sn in the free monoidMS with respect to †, let
Gw D G
sn
0 o    oG
s1
0
denote the iterated wreath product acting on the set Xw of tuples .˛1; : : : ; ˛n/,
where each ˛i is an element in ¹2; : : : ; qsi º, for i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº, with its imprimitive
action (see [10, Section 2.6]). We can view the iterated wreath product as a
subgroup of Sym.Xw/.
For each  2 Rep.w/, we have
G:w D G
s.n/
0 o    oG
s.1/
0 I
we can view this as a group acting on the same set Xw (but of course taking into
account that the entries have been permuted by ), so in particular, it makes sense
to consider the intersection
H D
\
2Rep.w/
G:w
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as a subgroup of Sym.Xw/. The generalized wreath product G is then permuta-
tionally isomorphic to H .
Remark 4.13. When  is a tree, then for each reduced word w, the partial order
considered in the set Sw is a chain. Therefore, by Remark 1.9, the generalized
wreath products considered in this construction are iterated wreath products in
their imprimitive action. Hence Proposition 4.11 translates, for the case of trees,
to the description provided by Burger and Mozes in [6, Section 3.2]. Notice that
the chamber c0 corresponds to an edge of the tree, and for each of the two reduced
words w of length n, the corresponding w-sphere stabilizer corresponds to the
stabilizer of a ball in the tree around one of the two vertices of that edge.
We nish this section by computing the order of the groups Uc0 jS.c0;w/ and
Uc0 jS.c0;n/.
Denition 4.14. Let w D s1    sn be a reduced word inMS . Then we dene
dw D
Y
jwn
.qsj   1/
(where dw D 1 if there is no j w n). Notice that if w 2 W1.n/, then every j 2
¹1; : : : ; n 1º satises the condition j w n, so in that case, dw D
Qn 1
jD1.qsj  1/.
Proposition 4.15. Let w D s1    sn be a reduced word. Then
ˇˇ
Uc0 jS.c0;w/
ˇˇ
D
nY
iD1
jG
si
0 j
di ;
where di D ds1 si D
Q
jwi
.qsj   1/, for each i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº.
Proof. This follows by induction on n from Proposition 4.11 and Proposition 1.12.
Notice that for each initial subword wi D s1    si , the poset wi is a sub-poset of
w , so that we can indeed express all di using w only. 
Proposition 4.16. For each generator s 2 S , let
d.s; n/ D
X
w2W1.n/
s.t. rwDs
dw and t .s; n/ D
nX
iD1
d.s; i/:
Then ˇˇ
Uc0 jB.c0;n/
ˇˇ
D
Y
s2S
jGs0j
t.s;n/:
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Proof. Recall from equation (4.4) on p. 279 that
Zn 1 D ¹.c; s/ 2 A.n  1/  S j ı.c0; c/s 2 W1.n/º;
and observe that this set can be partitioned as
Zn 1 D
G
w2W1.n/
.S.c0; wrw/  ¹rwº/:
(Notice that wrw is the unique initial subword of w of length n   1.) By the
remark in Denition 4.14, the sphere S.c0; wrw/ contains precisely dw chambers.
It follows that Y
z2Zn 1
Gz D
Y
s2S
Y
w2W1.n/
s.t. rwDs
Gs0 D
Y
s2S
.Gs0/
d.s;n/:
The result now follows by induction on n from Theorem 4.7. 
Remark 4.17. Similarly as in Proposition 4.11, one can show that also the groups
Uc0 jB.c0;n/ are generalized wreath products.
We rst describe the underlying nite posets of these generalized wreath
products. Consider the Coxeter group W as a thin right-angled building and let
Bn be the ball of radius n around the identity element 1W .
Let Sn be the set of all tree-walls in W crossing the ball Bn. For each pair T1
and T2 of such tree-walls in Sn, we set T1 n T2 if and only if the tree-wall T2
is completely contained in the wing of T1 containing the identity element 1W and
the tree-wall T1 is contained in one of the wings of T2 not containing the identity
element 1W . This makes .Sn;n/ into a partially ordered set.
For each s-tree-wall T 2 Sn, we set sT D s and XT D ¹2; : : : ; qsº. Let Xn be
the Cartesian product of all the sets XT for every T in Sn.
Then the group Uc0 jB.c0;n/ is permutationally isomorphic to the generalized
wreath product Xn–WRT2SnG
sT
0 with respect to the partial order n.
We refer to the second author’s PhD thesis [15, Section 5.3.3] for more details.
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